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Abstract
The biosphere offers many promising economically and environmentally sustainable
solutions to humanity’s increasing energy demand such as biomass conversion,
chemical production, and pharmaceutical fermentation. These solutions could close
the carbon loop and improve manufacturing efficiencies, but they all depend on
accurate control of protein expression. To avoid limitations to protein control present
in vivo such as membranes, homeostasis, and growth, artificial cell-like systems are
being researched. These simplified systems are currently useful to study individual
aspects of life such as regulating energy flux across membranes, responding to
the environment, replication, and growth.

These systems could be made more

complex in the future to provide a simplified, engineered, cell-like platform for
bioprocessing. Even at the single gene level, control of protein expression is hindered
by resource sharing and bursting. To make proteins, genes require many reusable
resources such as polymerase, ribosomes, and tRNAs which are shared among different
genes. Resource sharing causes correlations in protein populations and limits steady
state concentrations of competing genes. Bursty gene expression, periods of high
expression, and thus high resource use, separated by periods of no expression, and
thus no resource use, is a ubiquitous biological phenomenon that intimately links
expression bursting and resource sharing. This dissertation investigates how gene
expression bursting and variation is affected by expression resources being shared
among genes and how the location of expression resources, either encapsulated or
outside permeable lipid membranes, controls the level and the dynamics of cell-free

vi

protein expression. Cell-free protein synthesis systems, both crude and PURE, are
used in combination with both physical PDMS barriers and defined lipid membranes
to study the effects of shared and divided resource pools on gene expression bursting
and protein production.

Experimental results are supplemented with Gillespie

simulations to add further insights. This work provides fundamental knowledge of
protein expression and applied knowledge of the effects of resource sharing on cell-free
gene expression bursting and variation in protein expression confined to cell-relevant
volumes which are important steps toward artificial cell-like systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1

Global Influence of the Biosphere

Life on earth exists nearly everywhere, from the bottom of the ocean to the upper
atmosphere to deep underground (Colwell and D’Hondt, 2013).

As such, the

biosphere, the sum of all life on Earth, has great control over many global processes
such as the atmospheric oxygen concentration, the nitrogen cycle, and the carbon
cycle. In the Great Oxidation Event (Holland, 2006), the evolution of photosynthesis
∼3.4 billion years ago, resulted in the oxygen content of the atmosphere rising (Buick,
2008) from <0.00001 atm to the current ∼0.2 atm (Borzenkova and Turchinovich,
2009; Nealson and Conrad, 1999).

Of importance more recently, the biosphere

converts solar energy at a rate of ∼1500 TW while total, human energy consumption
is only ∼15 TW (Pisciotta et al., 2010; Schramski et al., 2015), and the biosphere
controls large nitrogen and carbon fluxes. Nitrogen cycle fluxes are approximately
balanced between natural and anthropogenic processes (Galloway et al., 1995).
Similarly, the terrestrial biosphere removes 120 Gt of carbon from the atmosphere
through photosynthesis per year while releasing an approximately equal amount of
carbon back into the atmosphere through respiration. A comparable amount of
carbon is exchanged between the oceanic biosphere and the atmosphere. In contrast,
human activities, mostly burning fossil fuels and deforestation, add ∼4 Gt per year
to the atmosphere (Post et al., 1990), and unlike the natural fluxes, this one is
unbalanced. Thus, the amount of atmospheric carbon is increasing each year. These
fluxes move carbon between large reservoirs (Table 1.1). Of particular interest is the
fossil fuel reservoir, which if burned completely as an inexpensive energy source and
released will greatly increase the atmospheric reservoir.
Although atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are increasing unchecked, fossil fuels
have benefited humanity greatly (Epstein, 2014). Energy use is strongly correlated
with quality of life, e.g. water access, life expectancy, infant mortality, mean years of
schooling, electrification, and national income (Pasten and Santamarina, 2012). As
an increasingly large percentage of the world transitions to developed lifestyles,
2

Table 1.1: Global carbon reservoirs
Size and annual flux of global carbon reservoirs. First three rows are biosphere
reservoirs. Terrestrial and organic ocean reservoirs exchange 120 and 90 Gt of
carbon with the atmosphere each year. Human activities move 4 Gt from the fossil
fuel reservoir to the atmosphere each year. Adapted from (Falkowski et al., 2000).
Reservoir
Terrestrial biosphere
Ocean (organic)
Aquatic biosphere
Fossil fuels
Atmosphere
Oceans (inorganic)
Sedimentary carbonates
Kerogens

Quantity (Gt) Annual Flux (Gt)
2,000
+/−120
1,000
+/−90
2
4,130
−4
720
+4
37,400
> 60,000,000
15,000,000

3

global energy demand is projected to increase (Agency, 2016). Supplying this demand
in an economically and environmentally sustainable way, including balancing carbon
fluxes, is of great interest. Given the biosphere’s powerful influence over many global
processes it is beneficial to understand this control and use biological solutions to
meet our energy needs.

1.2

Energy Solutions from the Biosphere

Elements of the biosphere are being engineered and used to address the future global
energy needs. One of the oldest and most easily accessible bioenergy sources, burning
biomass, readily supplies heat, light, and electricity. Biomass, e.g. wood, is easy
to grow and process and has the potential for a closed carbon loop, i.e. no net
carbon emitted or absorbed. Research on biomass, typically genetic engineering
(Shoseyov et al., 2003) or microbiome engineering (Chaparro et al., 2012), focuses
on improving the plants’ yield per area (Henry, 2010), growth rate, and tolerance of
adverse conditions to minimize the need for other inputs, e.g. fertilizer, pesticides, or
water (Yuan et al., 2008).
Beyond burning biomass for energy, biotechnology can improve energy efficiencies.
Artificial leaves, photosynthetic bacteria exchanging electrons with an electrode,
produce electricity directly from sunlight (Liu et al., 2016). Synthetic enzymatic
pathways fix CO2 more efficiently than natural plants (Schwander et al., 2016).
Fixed CO2 could be either sequestered out of the atmosphere to help close the loop
on global carbon fluxes, or converted into chemicals to bypass the need for fossil
fuels (Farrelly et al., 2013; Lechtenfeld et al., 2015). Microbial fuel cells, bacterial
communities growing on electrodes, convert chemical energy to electrical energy
(Logan and Rabaey, 2012), and work well in wastewater treatment plants (Beegle
and Borole, 2017; Liu et al., 2004) and breweries (Feng et al., 2008). In the longer
term, biotechnology may allow more efficient information storage and computing,
which is currently 4.7% of annual electricity energy use (Gelenbe and Caseau, 2015).
4

Biomolecules may be used to store data (Gillings et al., 2016), and biological sensing
systems operate closer to the Landauer limit, i.e. minimum energy for computation
(Mehta and Schwab, 2012), than current computers (Mämmelä, 2015).
In addition to replacing electricity derived from fossil fuels, biological alternatives
to petrochemicals and pharmaceuticals can improve manufacturing efficiencies. While
chemical manufacturing is often complex, operating at high temperatures and
pressures, biological production is done at standard temperatures and pressures.
Microbial fermentation could replace bulk petrochemicals, especially drop in fuels
such as ethanol or fatty acid methyl esters (Rabinovitch-Deere et al., 2013; Runguphan
and Keasling, 2014). Traditional ethanol fermentation with Saccharomyces cerevisiae
is common, and metabolic engineering efforts are focused on increasing efficiency.
Similarly, Yarrowia lipolytica has been engineered to increase lipid production for
biofuels (Tai and Stephanopoulos, 2013). Lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose, the
three major components of biomass, are globally abundant, but often burned as fuel
(Ragauskas et al., 2014). Lignin can also be converted into plastics (Bova et al.,
2016) which would greatly increase its value (Tran et al., 2016). Microbes, such as
Clostridium cellulovorans have been engineered to produce chemicals directly from
biomass degradation (Yang et al., 2015) but most lignin to biofuel efforts have resulted
in net positive carbon balances (Yuan et al., 2008).
Finally, pharmaceuticals, many of which are isolated from the biosphere (Kurz
and Constabel, 1979), are often complex molecules requiring complicated, highcost chemistry to manufacture. Thus, efforts to improve biological pharmaceutical
production typically involve genetically engineering industrial microbes. For example,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been engineered to produce artemisinin (Ro et al.,
2006), an antimalarial compound from Artemisia annua (Peplow, 2016); thebaine and
hydrocodone, important precursors to many opioid pharmaceuticals naturally found
in Papaver somniferum (Galanie et al., 2015); and cannabinoids, traditionally isolated
from Cannabis sativa L. (Luo et al., 2019). Respectively, these required the addition
of 4 enzymes and altered expression of 6 other enzymes; the addition of 23 enzymes;
5

and the addition of 9 enzymes from a variety of organisms. Metabolic engineering
to microbially produce bulk chemicals, fine chemicals, and pharmaceuticals requires
balancing the fluxes of many enzymes which in turn requires control of the expression
of proteins.

1.3

Control of Gene Expression

Biological solutions to energy challenges depend on accurate control of gene expression
often through genetic circuits, a series of regulatory elements analogous to electronic
circuits (Kobayashi et al., 2004), including logic circuits, feedback loops, feedforward
loops, and cascades. Gene promoters are often idealized and engineered to be near
binary with definite ON and OFF states (Beal, 2015) which allows many diverse logic
gates to be created (Bonnet et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2011). Feedback loops are
a common circuit architecture to control gene expression in natural and engineered
systems (Austin et al., 2006). Negative feedback loops inhibit their own expression
while positive feedback loops enhance their own expression.

Negative feedback

decreases the response time, and positive feedback increases cell to cell variability
(Alon, 2007).

Positive loops are often a part of cell-fate decisions (Ferrell and

Machleder, 1998; Weinberger et al., 2005), where they drive a gene’s activation and
establish a fate. Cascade circuits, circuits that amplify signals e.g. Mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK), are an important circuit architecture for establishing cellfates (Colman-Lerner et al., 2005; Ferrell and Machleder, 1998), detecting gradients,
and providing cellular memory (Atay and Skotheim, 2017). Feedforward loops are
useful in creating pulses of activity and delays in responses (Alon, 2007). This broad
variety of genetic circuits require accurate, regulatory control.
Genetic circuits depend on accurate control of protein expression at all levels:
gene, mRNA, and protein (Adamala et al., 2016). Control at the genetic level is
often through repurposed natural transcription factors (Gossen and Bujard, 1992) or
more recently, CRISPR (Qi et al., 2013). Generally, regulating protein expression at
6

the DNA level saves cellular resource at the expense of slower response times. At the
mRNA level, protein expression is often controlled through siRNA, hairpin loops, and
riboswitches. siRNA, short, complementary (∼21 nucleotides) RNA strands, bind the
ribosome binding site (RBS) and prevent the ribosome from binding and translating
the mRNA (Paddison et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002). siRNA are quite useful from
an engineering perspective because of the relative ease of choosing the sequence.
Similarly, hairpin loops are single strands of RNA with complementary segments
that bind and occlude the RBS (McManus et al., 2002). Finally, riboswitches are
structured RNA that bind metabolites, change conformation, and typically regulate
gene expression by either binding or unbinding from the RBS of an mRNA (Winkler
and Breaker, 2005). The activity of proteins that have already been translated can
be modulated by phosphorylation (Cohen, 1982) or binding to other proteins (Sato
et al., 2000) and small molecules (Arkin and Wells, 2004). Regulation at the protein
level often has faster response times and is thus useful in chemotaxis circuits where
molecules outside the cell bind receptors on the cell surface and phosphorylate a
transcription factor inside the cell (Hess et al., 1988). While many genetic circuits
and means of control are being advanced, the components used operate in chaotic
environments which present engineering challenges (Beal et al., 2016; Decoene et al.,
2018).

1.4

Variation in Protein Expression

Cells and their regulatory elements operate in highly variable environments, and for all
that genetic circuits can do, they must also operate in these highly variable conditions.
There are three main causes to variations between organisms: genetic, environmental,
and noise. Genetic variations are differences in the genomes of two organisms which
lead to different phenotypes, e.g. the yellow pea gene in Gregor Mendel’s experiments
(Mendel, 1866). Environmental variations are phenotypic differences as a response
to different environmental conditions, e.g.
7

once a food source is depleted slime

mold aggregate to release spores (Samuel, 1961). Surprisingly, organisms that are
genetically identical in identical environments are not phenotypically identical. These
differences are due to noise. For example, promoters have ‘leaky’ expression absent
any induction (Mertens et al., 1995). Many important molecular species have low copy
numbers in cells that change at random times in discrete numbers. For example, in
cells with 1 or 2 copies of a gene, replication temporarily doubles the number of copies.
The resulting variations are termed noise. A classic example is a population of E.coli
clones constitutively expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Elowitz et al., 2002).
Even though the cells’ genotypes and growth conditions are identical, neighboring cells
have different levels of fluorescence. Similarly, variation in the amount of protein
made is observed in cell-free protein expression in vesicles (Nishimura et al., 2014b),
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chambers (Caveney et al., 2016), and quartz chambers
(Okano et al., 2012) (Figure 1.1). Noise is especially important for cell fate decisions
such as the lytic/lysogenic decision in phage-λ, gene expression in Salmonella, coat
color in Felis domesticus, coat color in mice, fingerprints in humans, nose prints in
cows (Vogt, 2015), variation in the timing of gene activation (Ghusinga et al., 2017;
Lagomarsino et al., 2016), and variations in protein partitioning to daughter cells
during cell division (Huh and Paulsson, 2011).
There are efforts to provide greater control over noise, e.g. reducing noise in
engineered genetic circuits (Lestas et al., 2010; Zechner et al., 2016), reducing noise
in quorum sensing (Nelson et al., 2013), altering noise with positive feedback (Hornung
and Barkai, 2008), shifting noise to higher frequencies with negative feedback (Austin
et al., 2006), controlling noise with promoter design (Murphy et al., 2007), and
maintaining long term oscillations (Potvin-Trottier et al., 2016).

Understanding

variation in gene expression will allow better control of engineered genetic circuits.
Noise is not necessarily detrimental to organisms (Eldar and Elowitz, 2010).
Genetic variations allows bacterial populations to more quickly evolve to changing
environments (Lehner and Kaneko, 2011; Sato et al., 2003). Stochastic switching
rates of organism between two phenotypic states are typically tuned to the switching
8

Figure 1.1: Variation in cell-free protein expression.
Confocal image of vesicles containing a cell-free protein expression system producing
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) at constant resource concentrations across the
population of vesicles. Brighter vesicles express more YFP. Variations in brightness
show variations in the amount of YFP expressed.
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rate of the organism’s environment to maximize survival (Kussell et al., 2005; Kussell
and Leibler, 2005). This ‘bet-hedging’ strategy is often driven by noise in gene
expression. A sub-population of organisms express antibiotic resistance genes thus
lowering their individual fitness but ensuring the survival of the population (Kussell
et al., 2005). In another example, proviral latency in HIV acts as a bet-hedging
strategy (Rouzine et al., 2015) which allows the virus to enter a lysogenic, dormant,
cycle within cells where they are inaccessible to Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy
(HAART) (Dar et al., 2014; Singh and Weinberger, 2009). Altering the characteristics
of gene expression, for example by using noise enhancing drugs, can alter the behavior
of cell-fate determining genetic circuits (Dar et al., 2014).
A key component of gene expression noise is gene expression bursting (Dar et al.,
2012; Levine et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2010), typically analyzed with the two-state, or
random telegraph, model (Golding and Cox, 2006; Golding et al., 2005; Paulsson,
2005; Simpson et al., 2004) (Figure 1.2 gene1 ).

Bursting happens when a gene

transitions between ON and OFF states given by rate constants kON and kOFF (1.2
gene1 ). While in the OFF state, no mRNA are transcribed. When a gene is in the
ON state, mRNA are transcribed through a Poissonian process with rate constant
km . Similarly, proteins are created from mRNA with rate constant kp . mRNA and
protein decay with rate constants γm and γp , respectively. In contrast, constitutive
gene expression is defined as mRNA being transcribed with a given rate constant at
all times (Figure 1.2 gene2 ). Bursting has been observed in genes from many diverse
sources including viruses (Boehm et al., 2013) (Singh et al., 2010), bacteriophages
(Hensel et al., 2012), prokaryotes (Levine et al., 2013; So et al., 2011), and eukaryotes
(Blake et al., 2006; Suter et al., 2011).
Important characteristics of bursting are transcriptional burst size, burst frequency, and translational burst size. Transcriptional burst size is the average number
of mRNA made during each ON period. Burst frequency is the average number of
ON periods per unit time. Translational burst size is the average number of proteins
created from each mRNA made during an ON period (Dar et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.2: Two-state model of gene expression.
Gene bursting is an observed phenomenon by which a gene transitions between an
inactive OFF state and an active ON state. While in the ON state mRNA are
transcribed and translated into protein. Transcription and translation processes
require resources (e.g. RNA polymerase and ribosomes). Resources common to
different genes are shared (red triangle and blue circle).
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Characteristics of gene expression can be calculated from three key measurements of
the protein population: the average protein population, variance of the noise in the
protein population, and the autocorrelation of the noise in the protein population
(Dar et al., 2012). The translation rate constant (kp ), mRNA decay rate constant
(γm ), and protein decay rate constant (γp ) are often assumed. The remaining three
rate constants, kON , kOF F , and km , can be calculated by measuring the average
protein population, variance of the noise, and autocorrelation of the noise (Cox et al.,
2008; Dar et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2004). Without the autocorrelation function,
changes in the transcriptional and translational burst sizes cannot be distinguished,
but the total burst size and burst frequency can still be measured (Caveney et al.,
2016). If a gene has either (kON + kOF F ) >>km , or kON >>kOF F , then most of the
resulting noise will be from shot noise, or Poissonian noise, as expression will appear
constitutive (Cox et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2004). Protein dynamics are assumed to
dominate the noise over mRNA dynamics because proteins are longer lived, γm >>γp ,
(Simpson et al., 2004). By assuming no mRNA are transcribed in the OFF state,
and fast activation kinetics, (kON + kOF F >>km ,γm ,γp ), the relationships between
measurements and bursting characteristics simplify to (Dar et al., 2015).
hP i ∝

B ∗ fB
γp

(1.1)

γp
fB

(1.2)

CV 2 ∝

where hP i is the average number of protein, and CV 2 is the coefficient of variation
squared, the variance divided by the mean squared. hP i and CV 2 can be measured
experimentally. B is the total burst size (transcriptional burst size * translational
burst size), fB is the burst frequency. These equations were originally derived for
protein populations at steady state. However, for samples with transient protein data
the signal, i.e. transient behavior, can be separated from the noise, i.e. fluctuations
around the signal (Caveney et al., 2016; Simpson et al., 2004; Weinberger et al., 2008).
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The work presented here will use these equations to understand the bursty behavior
of genes.

1.5

Cell-free Protein Expression

Due to the high variability of protein expression there are many efforts to minimize
platforms to only the necessary protein expression systems.

The goal of these

efforts are artificial cell-like systems which are capable of recreating many aspects
of living systems including, regulating energy flux, responding to the environment,
replication, and growth (Elani et al., 2015; Hammer and Kamat, 2012; Noireaux
and Libchaber, 2004; Noireaux et al., 2011). Artificial cell-like systems are ideal
for studying phenomena like gene expression removed from the context, confounding
factors, and limitations of living cells, including membranes, homeostasis, and growth
rates.
One step towards artificial cell-like systems is in vitro transcription and translation
or cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) systems. CFPS systems isolate the components
necessary for a gene to be transcribed and translated into protien. CFPS systems are
divided into two types, crude extracts and the Protein Synthesis using Recombinant
Elements (PURE) system. Crude extracts are lysed cells with membrane fragments
removed by centrifugation. Crude extracts may also be dialyzed to remove small
molecules (Sun et al., 2013a), and have been made from many types of cells including,
E.coli (Sun et al., 2013a), Bacillus (Camargo et al., 2003), Acetobacter xylinum
(Glaser, 1958), rat liver cells (Zamecnik et al., 1948), and HeLa cells (Svoboda et al.,
1993). Crude extracts are cheaper and easier to make from cell cultures, but exhibit
potential side reactions and cell-free metabolism (Garcia et al., 2018).
In contrast, PURE extracts are reconstituted from purified components (Shimizu
et al., 2001, 2005) in pure water and can thus be more easily manipulated. The
PURE system has ∼100 components including proteins that are reusable and shared
between expressing genes.

Reusable, shared resoruces include initiation factors,
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elongation factors, release factors, 20 aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, 46 tRNAs, T7
RNA polymerase, and ribosomes. The PURE system also includes small molecules
that are used during protein expression including 20 amino acids, 4 nucleoside
triphosphate, and creatine phosphate.

Finally the PURE system has energy

regeneration proteins including creatine kinase, myokinase, nucleoside-diphosphate
kinase, and pyrophosphatase to extend the duration of protein expression (Shimizu
et al., 2001).
CFPS systems are not as cost efficient as in vivo protein expression as they
generally use high energy precursors (e.g. creatine phosphate) though there are efforts
to sustain CFPS reactions on relatively inexpensive glucose (Calhoun and Swartz,
2005; Kim et al., 2007). CFPS reactions are generally small, ∼50 µL, but may be
scaled up linearly to 100L (Zawada et al., 2011), and typically stop after a few hours
due to energy exhaustion though reactions may be sustained for up to 100 hours
(Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004). CFPS systems have been optimized to produce
commercially relevant concentrations of protein (Caschera and Noireaux, 2014).
Cell-free protein expression allows rapid testing of genetic circuits (Sun et al.,
2013b), cascading circuits (Ishikawa et al., 2004), and metabolic pathways (Karim
and Jewett, 2016), by shortening the design-build-test cycle of synthetic biology
(Dudley et al., 2015). CFPS systems are particularly useful for studying details
of gene expression including nucleosome remodeling (Bintu et al., 2012), supercoiling
(Chong et al., 2014), confinement (Karig et al., 2013), and crowding (Hansen et al.,
2015).
Importantly, CFPS systems also allow control of variables that are difficult to
manipulate in vivo such as crowding (Norred et al., 2018), resource sharing (Caveney
et al., 2019, 2016), and confinement (Norred et al., 2015). Confinement is defined
as physically limiting the volume molecules can explore. For example, in vivo, the
diffusion of molecules is confined to small volumes, 10-1000 fL (Moran et al., 2010)
set by the cell membrane. In general, confinement increases correlation times of
molecules (Fowlkes and Collier, 2013) which result in molecules interacting more
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often than in a dilute solution. Specifically, confinement increases the rate of mRNA
production (Sokolova et al., 2013), affects gene expression by increasing association
between promoters and polymerase (Tan et al., 2013), and alters gene expression noise
(Golkaram et al., 2016). CFPS systems are often confined in photolithographically
defined, PDMS microfluidics (Caveney et al., 2016; Norred et al., 2015; Timm et al.,
2016), stochastically sized lipid vesicles (Caveney et al., 2016; Nishimura et al., 2012),
and inert, quartz chambers (Okano et al., 2012) to, for example, study artificial cells
(Caschera and Noireaux, 2016).
Another important aspect of confinement is the barrier delimiting the inner and
outer solutions. Barriers can be either physical, such as PDMS, silicone, and quartz or
more biological such as lipid extract and defined lipid membranes. Physical barriers
are either impermeable, as in the case of PDMS and quartz chambers, or permeable
through lithographically defined nanopores (Siuti et al., 2011a; Timm et al., 2016).
Fabricated nanopores can extend CFPS to 24 h by allowing nutrient and waste
exchange (Siuti et al., 2011a). In a similar way to crude and PURE CFPS, lipid
membranes can be made from lipids extracted from cells (Kumar and Morrell-Falvey,
2018) or from defined, purified lipids compositions (Nishimura et al., 2014b). Defined
lipid membranes have been observed to have a subpopulation (∼10%) of vesicles
permeable to small (<7.5 kDa) charged molecules such as nucleotides and lysine
(Nishimura et al., 2014a). This leads to highly skewed distributions of protein made
across the population of cell-free protein synthesizing vesicles. Membranes have been
made deliberately permeable with protein pores to increase the duration of CFPS
(Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004), but innate membrane permeability has not been
tuned to control gene expression.

1.6

Resource Use in Gene Expression

Of particular interest in confinement is the encapsulation of all necessary resources
to express proteins (Stano et al., 2015). Resource encapsulation is assumed to be
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statistically independent and thus follow Poisson distributions according to their given
concentrations and the confinement volume. For very small vesicle volumes (∼50 nm
diameter) (Pereira de Souza et al., 2009) or dilute (0.5x standard concentration)
(Stano et al., 2013) resource solutions, very few vesicles are expected to make protein
given the low joint probability of encapsulating all CFPS resources (Pereira de Souza
et al., 2009). However, dilute PURE resources have been observed to spontaneously
overcrowd in vesicles and more vesicles express protein than the joint probability
suggests (Stano et al., 2013). Even vesicle encapsulation of abiotic ferritin beads
follows a power law instead of the expected Poisson distribution (Luisi et al., 2010).
A few studies have shown diluting PURE system resources reduces the total amount of
protein made, often by more than the dilution factor (Carrara et al., 2018; Matsuura
et al., 2009). These studies focus on understanding epistatic interactions between
pairwise components. Given the uncertainty of resource encapsulation distribution,
it is not clear from previous studies if variation in protein produced by CFPS
confined to cell-relevant volumes is similar or greater than that expected from resource
partitioning (Altamura et al., 2018).
Genes require resources to transcribe DNA to mRNA and translate mRNA to
protein. Many of the 100 components required for protein expression (Shimizu
et al., 2001) are reusable, e.g.

polymerase and ribosomes, and are thus shared

between actively expressing genes (red triangle and blue circle 1.2). Resource sharing
limits the maximum expression between pairs of genes (Gyorgy and Del Vecchio,
2014; Gyorgy et al., 2015) or between an exogenous gene and the genome (Ceroni
et al., 2015; Gorochowski et al., 2016).

Shared resources in general also allow

fluctuations in proteins to be transmitted through shared resources (Firman and
Ghosh, 2013). Correlations in independently regulated proteins can form as a result of
shared resources such as RNA polymerase (Siegal-Gaskins et al., 2013), transcription
factors (Rydenfelt et al., 2014), and ribosomes (Qian and Del Vecchio, 2015) or
other resources, ClpXP (Cookson et al., 2011), enzymes (Mather et al., 2010). In
a few particular cases, resources are shared between transcription and translation
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processes of the same gene (Squires and Zaporojets, 2000). RNA polymerase and
ribosomes are particularly important resources as they are often the rate limiting
reagents in transcription (Churchward et al., 1982) and translation (Vind et al.,
1993), respectively. While previous research has focused on how shared resources
limit and correlate protein production, it has not explored how resource sharing
between different pools affects protein expression dynamics or the distribution of
protein produced.

1.7

Steps Toward Cell-like Systems: Spatio-temporal
Control of Shared Molecular Resources for Cellfree Gene Expression

Biological systems, both in vivo and in vitro, offer promising solutions to increasing
energy demands, but require accurate control of gene expression. Many previous
efforts to control gene expression have focused on molecular mechanisms such as
promoters and transcription factors. Recently, some attention has shifted to the
potential impacts of shared resource pools.

These few efforts have particularly

quantified the effects of shared resource pools on steady-state levels and correlations
in protein expression. The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate how gene
expression bursting and variation is affected by expression resources being shared
among genes and how the location of expression resources, either encapsulated or
outside permeable lipid membranes, controls the level and the dynamics of cell-free
protein expression. Cell-free protein synthesis systems, both crude and PURE, will be
used in combination with both physical PDMS barriers and defined lipid membranes
to isolate the effects of shared and divided resource pools on gene expression bursting
and protein production from other potential in vivo sources of protein variation.
Experimental results will be supplemented with Gillespie simulations to add further
insights. Specifically, this research will answer: 1. How are bursty gene expression
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characteristics altered by the size of resource pools? 2. Can membrane permeability
be tuned to enhance gene expression? 3. How are the dynamics of gene expression
affected by resource transport across permeabilized membranes? The completion of
this research will increase basic understanding of gene expression in vivo and enable
better control in vitro through manipulation of the physical environment around gene
expression.
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Chapter 2
Resource Sharing Controls Gene
Expression Bursting
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Resource pools were

delimited by PDMS chambers and POPC vesicles.

2.1

Abstract

Episodic gene expression, with periods of high expression separated by periods of no
expression, is a pervasive biological phenomenon. This bursty pattern of expression
draws from a finite reservoir of expression machinery in a highly time variant
way - i.e. requiring no resources most of the time but drawing heavily on them
during short intense bursts - that intimately links expression bursting and resource
sharing. Yet most recent investigations have focused on specific molecular mechanisms
intrinsic to the bursty behavior of individual genes, while little is known about the
interplay between resource sharing and global expression bursting behavior. Here we
confine E. coli cell extract in both cell-sized microfluidic chambers and lipid-based
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vesicles to explore how resource sharing influences expression bursting. Interestingly,
expression burst size, but not burst frequency, is highly sensitive to the size of the
shared transcription and translation resource pools. The intriguing implication of
these results is that expression bursts are more readily amplified than initiated,
suggesting burst formation occurs through positive feedback or cooperativity. When
extrapolated to prokaryotic cells, these results suggest that large translational bursts
may be correlated with large transcriptional bursts. This correlation is supported
by recently reported transcription and translation bursting studies in E. coli. The
results reported here demonstrate a strong intimate link between global expression
burst patterns and resource sharing, and suggest that bursting plays an important
role in optimizing the use of limited, shared expression resources.

2.2

Introduction

Bursty, or episodic gene expression - periods of high expression separated by periods
of very low or no expression - is a widespread phenomenon observed across biological
domains (Blake et al., 2003; Carey et al., 2013; Dar et al., 2012; Hensel et al., 2012;
Levine et al., 2013; Skupsky et al., 2010; Taniguchi et al., 2010). The common gene
expression burst pattern (Figure 2.1A) consists of short intense periods of expression
separated by relatively long periods without expression (Dar et al., 2012; Kaern et al.,
2005; So et al., 2011). This bursty pattern of expression draws from a finite reservoir
of reusable expression machinery, e.g. polymerases and ribosomes, in a highly time
variant way. Thus, the majority of expressed genes require no resources most of
the time, yet draws heavily on them during short intense bursts. The reservoir of
expression machinery is common to all genes in the organism, and many studies have
addressed how, in a time-averaged way, expression resources are shared between genes
(Ceroni et al., 2015; Guantes et al., 2016; Gyorgy and Del Vecchio, 2014). Thus, genes
with no direct regulatory relationships still interact through expression resource
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Figure 2.1: Bursty gene expression impact on global resource utilization.
(A) Bursty gene expression draws heavily from shared global resource pools but
only for limited durations. (B) Increasing protein abundance by increasing the
number of genes and the amount of expression resources. The larger resource pool
may be shared by all of the genes (right), or the sharing of resources may be
enforced by compart- mentalization (left). (C) Protein abundance changes may be
driven by an increased expression burst size (right) or bust frequency (left). Does
the resource sharing scenario affect the expression burst pattern?
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sharing (De Vos et al., 2011; Gyorgy and Del Vecchio, 2014; Mather et al., 2013;
Siegal-Gaskins et al., 2014). However, little is understood about the relationships (if
any) that exist between expression bursting patterns and resource sharing.
Gene expression bursting studies have most often focused on molecular processes
that are not directly related to resource sharing. Translational bursting, occurring
when many proteins are synthesized from reading the same mRNA molecule,
is initiated by the birth of an mRNA molecule and terminated by its decay.
Transcriptional bursting has been shown, at least in part, to be controlled by
molecular processes such as transcription factor kinetics (Kepler and Elston, 2001;
Simpson et al., 2004; To and Maheshri, 2010); promoter architecture (Blake et al.,
2006; Raj et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2011; Suter et al., 2011); chromatin remodeling
(Raj et al., 2006; Raser and O’Shea, 2004); supercoiling (Chong et al., 2014); and
transcriptional re-initiation (Blake et al., 2003; Golding et al., 2005; Zenklusen et al.,
2008). Such a view sees expression bursting primarily as an intrinsic property of
individual gene circuits. However, given the demands that an expression burst places
on the common cellular pool of resources, this intrinsic view of bursting may be overly
limiting. Instead it seems likely that changes in the size of the common reservoir of
expression machinery or in the number of genes drawing upon these resources (Figure
2.1B) will globally impact expression burst patterns (Figure 2.1C).
Studies of gene expression patterns have been carried out using various experimental techniques (Bar-Even et al., 2006; Chubb et al., 2006; Dar et al., 2010;
Sanchez et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2006) in cells or in cell-free systems that were
not confined to cellular-scale reaction chambers. Cell based platforms provide the
important advantage of viewing function within its natural context, but it is difficult
to manipulate specific parameters - such as confinement - isolated from all the other
cellular processes such as growth, cell division, and global gene expression.
Conversely, in vitro reaction chambers are especially suited for isolating the effects
of specific mechanisms from confounding cellular processes (Jewett et al., 2008; Jewett
and Swartz, 2004; Retterer et al., 2010; Siuti et al., 2011a,b), and cell-free protein
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synthesis (CFPS) systems have been successfully used to observe gene expression
bursting (Chong et al., 2014).

Recently, arrays of microfabricated cellular-scale

reaction chambers have been demonstrated to be a viable way to confine CFPS
reactions to study gene expression, and in particular the noise in expression (Karig
et al., 2013; Norred et al., 2015). Bursting and noise are inseparably linked as bursting
is often the dominant contributor to expression noise (Dar et al., 2010, 2012; Ozbudak
et al., 2002; So et al., 2011; Zenklusen et al., 2008), and noise measurements are
often used to understand the underlying dynamics of gene expression in vivo (Dar
et al., 2012; Dey et al., 2015; Munsky et al., 2012; So et al., 2011). In combination,
microfabricated cell-scale reactors and gene expression noise measurements provide
a unique platform to explore gene expression bursting and resource sharing in wellcontrolled and easily manipulated environments.
Here we study cell-free gene expression in synthetic reaction chambers under
different resource sharing scenarios. Specifically, we measure gene expression burst
patterns as the number of genes and size of the resource pool are increased (i.e.
volume of the reaction chamber is increased) either by summing together discrete
individual chambers (discrete resources; Figure 2.1B, left) or by making one larger
chamber (shared resources; Figure 2.1B, right). As expected for both cases, total
protein production and production rate scaled linearly with the amount of DNA and
expression resources. However, while the discrete resources case (i.e. summed smaller
chambers) generated higher protein abundance through more frequent bursts (Figure
2.1C, left), the shared resource case (i.e. individual larger chambers) drove increased
protein production by increased burst sizes (Figure 2.1C, right).

Surprisingly

the divergent bursting behavior was found even though a constant ratio between
expression resources and DNA was maintained for both scenarios, showing that
resource sharing and expression bursts are directly coupled. For transient expression
in cell-free expression chambers we present a model that suggests this behavior
emerges from the timing of mRNA production and size of the available resource pool.
The mRNA molecules produced early consume most of the translational resources
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and make many proteins, while mRNA produced later are created in a resource poor
environment and make few proteins. As a result, in all cases the same number of
mRNA molecules is responsible for the majority of protein production, but in the large
chambers those few mRNA molecules experience a very large translational burst size.
This model of self-reinforcement of bursts may explain the robust positive correlation
observed between transcriptional and translational burst sizes in E. coli (Dar et al.,
2015) and suggests that burst size control is the principle mechanism driving protein
abundance changes.

2.3

Results

To confine cell-free expression reactions, we fabricated actuatable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cylindrical chambers on membranes suspended above microfluidic
channels using soft lithography as described earlier (Norred et al., 2015). All chambers
were 5 µm deep but ranged in diameter from 2 µm to 10 µm, and in volume from
∼15 fL to ∼400 fL respectively. A 25 µL, commercial, raw extract, cell-free protein
synthesis (CFPS) reaction was mixed with 500 ng of Enhanced Green Fluorescent
Protein (EGFP) coding pET3a plasmid and was confined within the chambers
through a two-step process described previously (Norred et al., 2015). First the cellfree mixture was loaded into the microfluidic channel using <10 psi of pressurized
nitrogen, and then the membrane was actuated with ∼20 psi of DI water to seal
the reaction chambers (Figure 2.2A). Since the chambers were actuated and imaging
began very soon, ∼4 min, after plasmids were added to the CFPS mixture, this
experimental platform provided a well-defined t=0, i.e. time when expression began,
thereby allowing for the direct comparison of results from experiments performed on
different days (Figure S2.1). Additionally, through microfabrication techniques, the
reaction chamber size could be easily and accurately defined.
The time course of protein expression was characterized by measuring total
fluorescence of EGFP within individual chambers every 3 minutes for 1 hour (Figure
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Figure 2.2: Confined cell-free gene expression and noise measurements.
(A) Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) reactions expressing EGFP were isolated
within microfabricated chambers. (B) Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy was used
to image the confined reactions every 3 minutes for 1 hour. Images from an
expression experiment performed in 10 µm-diameter reaction chambers show
fluorescence intensity increasing over time. Scale bar, 20 µm. (C) A representative
z-slice of POPC vesicles expressing EGFP. Imaged every 3 minutes for 1 hour. Scale
bar, 20 µm. (D) (left) The time history of the growth of the protein population was
collected for each chamber. (middle) Gene expression noise was found by removing
the deterministic general trend from each expression transient. (right) The CV2 and
final fluorescence level (protein abundance) for individual chambers (colored circles)
and for the average of all chambers (gray square) was determined.
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2.2B; Online Methods). Time courses averaged across all 119 individual chambers
were similar to those observed in bulk reactions, although as reported elsewhere (Kato
et al., 2012; Nomura et al., 2003) confined reactions did proceed at a slightly increased
rate (Figure S2.2). The fluorescence transients exhibited a relatively rapid increase in
protein expression initially, followed by a much slower rate of GFP accumulation.
This two-phase expression profile is consistent with resource limitations and not
equilibrium between protein decay (e.g. photobleaching; Figure S2.3 & S2.4) and
synthesis (Karig et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013a). Similar to cellular experiments
(Austin et al., 2006), there was considerable chamber-to-chamber variation in the final
fluorescence levels, yet a striking uniformity to the shape of the transient response
between experiments and chamber sizes (Figures S2.1 & S2.5).
This uniformity in transient response allowed the use of a previously described
method (Dar et al., 2012; Karig et al., 2013; Weinberger et al., 2008) to extract
the noise from each individual trace (Figure 2.2D; Online Methods). Briefly, the
deterministic transient response was removed from each trace. The remaining signals
were assumed to be due only to the stochastic fluctuations in the gene expression
process, i.e. the expression noise. The magnitude of the expression noise within
an individual chamber was quantified using the square of the coefficient of variation
(CV2 ; variance/[f inal f luorescent abundance]2 ). The CV2 of individual chambers
and the composite CV2 of all chambers of the same size were plotted versus their
final fluorescence abundance (Figure 2.2D). Similar to cellular experiments (Austin
et al., 2006; Dar et al., 2012), the CV2 of individual chambers were scattered around
the composite CV2 oriented along a line inversely proportional to final fluorescence
intensity.
The baseline expression noise vs. abundance relationship (Figure 2.3A) of this
experimental system was established using the average behavior of the 2 µm chambers
(large filled orange triangle).

To study the effects of resource sharing on gene

expression noise and bursting, the volume of the reaction was increased from this
baseline in two ways. First, composite chambers were created by summing
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Figure 2.3: Effects of resource pool size and configuration on gene expression noise
in both microfluidic chambers and vesicles.
(A) CV2 vs protein abundance for 2, 5, and 10 µm diameter chambers. The small
filled data points represent individual chambers, and the large filled data points
show the mean behaviors for all chambers of a given size. The dotted line is of
the form a/abundance, and where a is a constant that is calibrated so the line passes
through the mean of the 2 µm diameter chambers (large filled orange triangle). The
open orange triangles show combinations of 2 µm chambers. The left most open
triangle shows the average behavior of sums of two individual 2 µm chambers, and
the right most open triangle shows the average behavior of sums of six individual
2 µm chambers. CV2 for these combinations of 2 µm chambers closely follow the
a/abundance trend. In contrast, the individual 5 µm chambers deviate strongly
(solid line) from the a/abundance trend even though their volume and protein
abundance are about equal to six 2 µm chambers (red box). The inset shows that
protein abundance scales approximately linearly with volume. (B) Histograms of
protein abundance across the ensemble of individual 5 µm chambers (blue) and the
ensemble of combinations of six 2 µm chambers (orange). Histograms are normalized
(i.e., frequency of most likely protein abundance is set to 1) and fit with normal
distributions (solid lines). (C) CV2 vs protein abundance for vesicles ranging in
diameter from 4 to 19 µm. Each data point (gray or colored) represents an individual
vesicle. The orange points are vesicles with diameters of 9 - 10 µm, and the blue
points have diameters of 18 - 19 µm. The solid line is a power law fit to all points.
While abundance varies by 3 orders of magnitude, CV2 values decrease only by about
1 order of magnitude. Dashed lines show fits to individual volumes (orange and
blue), where CV2 goes as 1/abundance2 . The inset shows that protein abundance
scales linearly with vesicle volume. The shaded region on the inset corresponds to the
volume range explored using the chambers. (D) Same data in (A) without means.
Dashed lines are fits to each size chamber where CV2 goes as 1/abundance2 .
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Figure 2.3: continued.
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fluorescence signals from between two and six individual 2 µm chambers (open orange
triangles Figure 2.3A). These composite chambers allowed for the total reaction
volume to be varied while ensuring that expression resources were shared exactly
as they were in the individual 2 µm chambers. Average final fluorescence levels in
these composite chambers scaled linearly with volume, and as expected (Bar-Even
et al., 2006; Dar et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2006; Taniguchi et al., 2010), CV2 scaled
linearly with the inverse of abundance (Figure 2.3A dotted line). This behavior
indicated that expression within each of the chambers was similar to, but statistically
independent of, the other chambers included in the sum. Or said differently, the
number of expression bursts, or burst frequency, increased linearly (Box 1) with the
number of chambers included in the composite.
Box 1
In bursty protein synthesis (Norred et al., 2015)

hP i =

BfB
γP

(2.1)

γp
fB

(2.2)

CV 2 ≈

where hP i is the amount of protein produced, and γP is the protein decay
rate. The term fB is often called the burst frequency, and it is a measure of
how often a burst occurs. In the case of a single bursty gene, fB is simply a
frequency (Figure 2.1c) and is the inverse of the time period between adjacent
burst events. If there are multiple copies of a gene, fB is the average number
of these genes that are active at any given time. B is the size of an expression
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burst, i.e. the average number of protein molecules produced in one
expression burst.
Although protein abundance may be changed by either burst size or burst
frequency, CV2 is only sensitive to changes in burst frequency. As a result,
CV2 vs. protein abundance plots reveal if abundance changes are driven
primarily by changes in burst size or in burst frequency (Figure 2.4). In the
cell free experiments reported here, systematic protein abundance changes
were induced by changes in reaction chamber volume (i.e. by changes in the
number of copies of the gene and the associated expression resources).
Changes in protein abundance that induced little or no changes in CV2 were
indicative of changes in burst size with little or no change in burst frequency
(Figure 2.4). In contrast, changes in protein abundance where CV2 varied
inversely with protein abundance were indicative of changes in burst
frequency with little or no change in burst size (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Relationship between protein noise, abundance, and bursting
characteristics.
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Reaction chamber volume was also increased by fabricating larger (5 and 10 µm
diameter) individual chambers, allowing one individual expression resource pool to
be shared by all the genes. These larger chambers had proportionally more plasmids
and resources, and once again the final protein abundance scaled linearly with volume
(Figure 2.3A inset). Yet in striking contrast to the composite 2 µm chambers, the
CV2 of these shared resource chambers (large filled symbols in Figure 2.3A) were
insensitive to abundance variation driven by changes in chamber volume (Figure
2.3A solid line; greater than factor 25 change in abundance with less than factor
3 change in CV2 ). Notably, a composite of six individual 2 µm chambers - which
is nearly equal in volume and final protein abundance to a single 5 µm chamber produced a CV2 approximately a factor of 5 lower than single 5 µm chambers (red box
Figure 2.3A). This strikingly different noise behavior is not only apparent in the time
histories of the expression experiments, but is also seen in the distribution of final
protein abundances seen across the populations of individual and composite reaction
chambers (Figure 2.3B).
To confirm this flat CV2 trend across volumes was not unique to PDMS chambers,
perhaps due to surface charge or molecular adsorption or absorption, we encapsulated
PURE cell-free reactions expressing EGFP in more biologically similar POPC waterin-water vesicles (Online Methods), and imaged them with confocal microscopy
(Figure 2.2C). Vesicles ranged from about 4 - 19 µm in diameter (∼65 - 3,500 fL).
Just as in the PDMS chambers, abundance scaled linearly with volume (Figure 2.3C
inset), and CV2 was only modestly sensitive to abundance changes across the range
of volumes (e.g. fluorescent abundance increased 3 orders of magnitude while CV2
decreased only 1 order of magnitude; solid line in Figure 2.3C).
While insensitive to systematic changes in protein abundance driven by changes
in the reaction volume, CV2 was hypersensitive to random fluctuations in protein
abundance across a population of same-sized reaction chambers.

Final protein

abundance across the population of individual 2 µm chambers varied less than one
order of magnitude, from 104 to 8 ∗ 104 AU, but CV2 varied more than an order of
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magnitude - from 10-2 to 3 ∗ 10-4 . Similar behavior was observed across populations
of 5 and 10 µm chambers as well (Figure 2.3D).

2.4

Discussion

The most important implication of the results is that resource sharing and expression
bursting are intimately linked. Sums of small discrete pools of resources achieved
much lower expression noise than large shared pools, even with a constant ratio
between DNA and expression resources (Figure 2.3A). These results lead to the
inference that expression occurring in the large shared resource pool environments
displays larger bursts (Box 1) than equal volume sums of discrete resource pools.
The intriguing result is that instead of frequently consuming a small fraction of the
available resources, individual genes are more apt to infrequently consume a large
fraction of total resources. In a large shared volume, when both the pool of resources
and the number of genes increased proportionally, the increased resources were drawn
into making bursts larger (Figure 2.1C, right), not more frequent (Figure 2.1C, left).
It seems that given additional resources, expression bursts are more readily made
bigger rather than made more often.
We investigated expression in the reaction chambers using a random telegraph
(Paulsson, 2004; Peccoud and Ycart, 1995) model of transcription from a group of
genes competing for a shared population of translational resources (modeled here
just as ribosomes; Figure 2.5A). In this model, genes switched between an OFF
state with no transcription and an ON state where they produce uniquely identifiable
mRNA molecules. Ribosomes diffused between a global pool and being bound to
mRNA. Once bound to mRNA molecules, the ribosomes were less likely to rerandomize by diffusion back into the global pool, i.e. kb >>kr . To correspond with
the experiments, we performed Gillespie simulations of this model and measured the
CV2 of the resulting protein population using exactly the same algorithms used for
the experimental data (Online Methods). Small reaction chambers were
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Figure 2.5: Model of the effects of resource pool size on expression bursting.
(A) The in silico model of resource sharing includes a resource pool of a limited
number of reusable molecules, e.g. ribosomes, that associate with one of n genes
(rate constant kb ) and return to the resource pool with rate constant kr . The number
of resources is proportional to the number of genes in each reaction. Genes burst ON
and OFF at rates kON and kOF F . Molecules of mRNA are created at rate α only in
the ON state. (B) CV2 vs protein abundance from the model described in (A). Colors
represent the size of the reaction from 15 to 150 genes. Large points are means of
multiple runs of the same reaction size. The solid line is a power law fit to all data
points while the dashed line is of the form a/abundance2 where a is selected so that
the line passes through the mean of a 105 gene reaction. As in the experimental
chambers and vesicle data, CV2 from this model is relatively insensitive to increases
in abundance driven by changes in reaction sizes, but highly sensitive to increases in
abundance that occur within a single reaction size. (C) mRNA molecules are ranked
in the order of the time they were created. The y-axis shows the fraction of the total
protein translated from each mRNA molecule. Points are colored by the reaction
size (small reaction sizes are more blue, larger ones are more red). mRNA molecules
made early, regardless of the reaction size, collected a disproportionate amount of
resources and made a disproportionate amount of the total protein. The inset shows
that mRNA abundance scales linearly with reaction size. (D) Schematic showing
large reactions produced proportionally more mRNA molecules than small reactions,
but most of this mRNA was inactive.
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Figure 2.5: continued.
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modeled with a small number of genes drawing from a small pool of ribosomes, while
larger reaction chambers were modeled as larger numbers of genes drawing from a
proportionally larger pool of ribosomes. In agreement with the experimental data,
larger reaction chambers led to a proportional increase in protein abundance, yet the
CV2 of this population remained flat (Figure 2.5B). The invariance of the CV2 to
protein abundance indicated that burst size, and not frequency was responsible for
increasing protein abundance (Box 1).
Interestingly, examination of the different simulations showed that regardless of
reaction chamber size, a similar number of genes, those that burst ON early, captured
a disproportionate percentage of the available translational resources. Conversely,
genes that turned ON late captured very few translational resources. The net result
was that in both small and large reaction chambers, just a few mRNA dominated
protein synthesis (Figure 2.5C). The dominant mRNA molecules in the bigger reaction
chambers drew from a much larger pool of available translational resources, so in effect
each of these mRNA molecules experienced larger translational bursts than dominant
mRNA molecules in the smaller reactions.

This model predicts that the larger

protein populations found in larger reaction chambers resulted from the translational
amplification of burst sizes, not the initiation of more bursts. In this model larger
chambers did indeed produce proportionally larger mRNA populations (Figure 2.5c
inset), yet much of this mRNA was translationally inactive because earlier produced
mRNA molecules had already sequestered translational resources (Figure 2.5D).
Although the model predicts that CV2 is insensitive to abundance changes driven
by volume increases, it predicts hypersensitivity (CV 2 ∝ 1/abundance2 ; dashed line
Figure 2.5B) to abundance variations that occur across chambers with the same
volume. Examination of the simulation results showed that this strong relationship
between CV2 and abundance arose from the natural variability in the number of genes
that initiated transcription early enough to effectively compete for ribosomes. Some
runs of the simulation naturally showed a larger than average number of early turnon genes, so these simulation trials exhibited a larger than average burst frequency.
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However, in these trials a fixed population of ribosomes was distributed across this
larger number of bursts, resulting in a reduction in the burst size. The prediction is a
distribution of expression burst patterns across an ensemble of same-sized chambers
where higher burst frequency is correlated with lower burst size (Figure S2.6). The net
result is a distribution of final protein abundances and a CV2 that declines sharply as
protein abundance increases. In good agreement with this model prediction, CV2
is highly sensitive to abundances changes across ensembles of same-sized PDMS
chambers and POPC vesicles, and ensembles are well fit by CV 2 ∝ 1/abundance2
(dashed lines Figure 2.3C and 2.3d and S2.7).
The results presented here suggest that expression bursts are self-reinforcing and
that available translational resources are readily drawn into active transcriptional
regions. This leads to the intriguing idea that, at least within prokaryotic cells,
large translational bursts may be the direct result of large transcriptional bursts
(Figure 2.6A). Recent work has shown that in E. coli large mRNA populations
are strongly correlated with large transcriptional burst sizes (So et al., 2011) and
that large protein populations are strongly correlated with larger translational burst
sizes (Dar et al., 2015). Taken together these data demonstrate a strong correlation
between transcriptional (B) and translational (b) burst sizes with translational
burst size increasing sharply (b = 0.25 ∗ B 4.77 ) with increased transcriptional burst
size (Figure 2.6B). Although these data do not prove causation, this correlation
does suggest strong cooperativity between the transcriptional and translational
components of expression bursting. While the results presented here highlight the
idea of transcriptional events controlling translational burst size, it is possible that
there is mutual feedback - i.e. that a large transcriptional burst encourages a large
translational burst, which in turn encourages an increase of the transcriptional burst
size. Such mutual feedback would likely involve spatial effects such as beneficially
crowding RNAP (Ge et al., 2011) or other crowding-enhanced localization of the
∼100 components necessary for expression (Shimizu et al., 2001).
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Figure 2.6: Correlation between transcriptional and translational burst sizes in
E.coli.
(A) Schematic of a large transcriptional burst sequestering a disproportionate
amount of resources (heat map) leading to a large translational burst. (B) E.coli
translational (adapted from (Norred et al., 2015)) vs. transcriptional (adapted from
(So et al., 2011)) burst sizes. Each data point is for an individual E. coli gene. The
solid line is a power law fit as given by the equation in the graph.
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Although it is well known that expression bursting is a ubiquitous phenomenon,
little is known about the possible benefits of bursting. However, organism-scale
gene expression presents a classic problem of optimizing the utility of limited shared
resources. As the results presented here illustrate, expression bursting and resource
sharing may be intimately linked phenomena. Expression bursting constrains a gene
to draw heavily from the common resource pool over limited periods, yet draws no
resources for a majority of the time. This pattern of resource sharing is reminiscent of
packet mode communication (Chandra, 2011), which allows the capacity of a shared
network to be efficiently divided across a variable number of messages. Although
expression bursting is noisier than constitutive expression, it is certainly conceivable
that it provides efficiency in the allocation of limited shared resources. Part of this
efficiency may arise from the propensity-illustrated by the results presented here - to
extend existing bursts instead of initiating new bursts. The initiation of new bursts
requires the nucleation and assembly of expression machinery, while in contrast the
extension of a burst leverages resources already in place. This preference for resource
sharing through burst size - not burst frequency - modulation may explain recent
results and analyses that have noticed burst frequency saturation in many cell types
(Dar et al., 2012, 2015; Sanchez and Golding, 2013). Indeed, other recent results have
shown increased burst sizes in response to increased cell volume (Padovan-Merhar
et al., 2015) or increased crowding in vesicles (Hansen et al., 2015). The picture
that is emerging across multiple studies is one where protein abundance changes
are preferentially mediated by modulation of burst size, not burst frequency. The
results reported here clarify this picture by showing that expression resources are
more readily pulled into existing bursts instead of going into the nucleation of more
frequent bursts. Furthermore, these results suggest the intriguing idea that bursting
is not just an artifact, but instead may play a critical role in the optimal use of limited
shared resources.
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2.5
2.5.1

Methods
Device Fabrication

A detailed description of device design and fabrication can be found elsewhere
(Fowlkes and Collier, 2013; Norred et al., 2015), but briefly: Clean silicon wafers were
coated in SU-8 photoresist. These were exposed to two patterns, one for the control
valve and one for the channel. The patterns were developed, and extra SU-8 was
washed off with isopropanol. The masters were silanized with trimethylchlorosilane.
PDMS base and curing agent were thoroughly mixed at 20:1 and 5:1 ratios for
the membrane and control valve, respectively, and de-gassed under vacuum. The
membrane PDMS was spin coated at 1000 rpm for 1 minute over the control valve
master. The channel PDMS was poured on the channel master, and both masters were
partially cured at 80◦ C. Channel masters were cut out, the control valve inlet hole
was punched, and the channel master was aligned and bonded to the control valve.
Aligned devices were baked for 2 hours at 80◦ C. Devices were cut out, inlet and outlet
holes were punched, and the devices were plasma bonded to No. 0 coverslips.

2.5.2

Experimental Procedure (Chambers)

A detailed description of experimental procedure can be found in (Norred et al.,
2015), but briefly: Devices were boiled in DI water for 1 hour to hydrate the PDMS.
Cell-free kits were mixed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Promega S30
T7 High-Yield Protein Expression System). One 25 µL reaction was prepared with
500 ng of pet3a T7 EGFP plasmid, 10 µL of S30 Premix, 9 µL of T7 S30 Extract,
and filled to 25 µL with nuclease-free water. Reagents were mixed just before the
experiment, and time was recorded when reagents were mixed. The reaction was then
loaded into the hydrated device with <10 psi of low-grade nitrogen. The control valve
was then pressurized with 20 psi of low-grade nitrogen. This sealed the individual
chambers. The time between mixing reagents and sealing the chambers was about
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4 minutes. The device was then placed on a Nikon Instruments Eclipse TE 300
inverted microscope and imaged through a Nikon N.A. 1.4 100x oil objective with a
Roper Scientific CoolSNAP-HQ CCD. Metamorph (Universal Imaging Corp. Version
7.8.3.0) was used to capture images.

2.5.3

Experimental Procedure (Vesicles)

Vesicle preparation was adapted from (Nishimura et al., 2014b), but briefly: An inner
and outer solution were prepared. The inner solution contained 1 µL Alexa 647 (15
ng Alexa 647 transferin dissolved in 3 mL water), 10 µL PURE Solution A, 7.5 µL
PURE Solution B, 400 ng pet3a T7 EGFP plasmid, 0.125 µL RNAsin (40 U/L), 5
µL sucrose (1 M), and filled to 30 µL with nuclease-free water. The outer solution
contained 3.6 µL amino acid mix (50 mM), 4.9 µL ATP (460 mM), 3.0 µL GTP
(500 mM), 1.5 µL CTP (500 mM), 1.5 µL UTP (500 mM), 3.6 µL spermidine (250
mM), 7.5 µL creatine phosphate (1 M), 9 µL DTT (100 mM), 1.5 µL folinic acid (4
mg/mL), 168 µL potassium glutamate (1 M), 22.6 µL magnesium acetate (0.5 M),
60 µL HEPES (1 M), 120 µL glucose (1 M), and filled to 600 µL with water. 11.3
mg of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) was dissolved in 113 µL
chloroform. 30 µL of this mix was combined with 330 µL of paraffin oil and heated
at 80◦ C for 30 minutes. POPC/paraffin oil mix was removed from heat and the inner
solution was added. The mixture was vortexed for 30 seconds to create an emulsion.
The emulsion was layered on top of the outer solution and centrifuged for 20 minutes
at 13,200 g and 4◦ C. The bottom 100 µL of outer solution and vesicle pellet were
pipetted onto a Petri dish with a No. 1.5 coverslip bottom.

2.5.4

Resource Sharing Model

The Resource Sharing Model was simulated using a Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie,
1977). The model consisted of a fixed pool of available ribosomes equal to 100
times the number of genes in the simulation (roughly corresponding to the number
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of ribosomes per plasmid in the cell free reactions (Shimizu et al., 2001)). Genes
stochastically bursted (So et al., 2011) ON and OFF with rates kON and kOF F (0.0002
min-1 , 0.2 min-1 ). While in the ON state, genes produced mRNA at rate (1 min-1 ).
Ribosomes bound mRNA molecules with rate constant kb (1 min-1 ) and returned
to the pool with rate constant kr (0.0001 min-1 ). The rate of protein production
per bound ribosome, kp , decayed with time, e-0.05t , to capture the decay in synthesis
capacity observed in cell-free reactions (Karig et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013a).

2.5.5

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Image Processing (Chambers) Metamorph, Universal Imaging Corp. Version 7.8.3.0,
recorded images as .tif files. These files were read with Fiji (Fiji Is just ImageJ
Version 2.0.0-rc-14/1.49g installed 08-18-2014). Images were captured by hand so the
chambers moved frame to frame. Images were aligned with the Fiji plugin StackReg.
To make region-of-interest (ROI) placement easier, aligned stacks were averaged.
ROI centers were located using an automated Hough circle finding algorithm. The
averaged image was used to determine the center of the individual reaction chambers
for the 5 µm and 10 µm chambers. For the 2 µm chambers, the exterior edges of
the dark chamber walls were estimated, and the center was estimated by finding the
highest local intensity value within a 30-pixel radius of the center of the found circle.
Centers found were fed into a Matlab script, which summed the intensity values of
all pixels within a given radius of the center. ROI radii for every chamber in each of
the three defined chamber sizes 10, 5 and 2 µm were 23, 10, and 5 px, respectively.
Image Processing (Vesicles) The vesicles settled to the coverslip and were imaged
at 26◦ C for 3 hours with a 63x confocal oil objective on a Zeiss LSM710 Confocal
Scanning Microscope. Frames were recorded every 3 minutes as a z-stack of between
25 and 35 1 µm thick slices. Z-stack time series files were loaded into Fiji. Vesicles
were found with the plugin TrackMate. Spots were filtered with an estimated diameter
of 10 µm, signal to noise ratio > 0, and contrast > 0. Trackmate stitched together
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found vesicles into traces. Traces were filtered with duration > 90 minutes, no gaps,
jumps between frames < 5 µm, and a total track displacement < 11.9 µm. Traces
that remained, and existed for the entire third hour of the experiment, were analyzed
by the same noise extraction method described below.
Noise Extraction The method for noise extraction was adapted from (Weinberger
et al., 2008) where it is explained in more detail. Experiments were sorted by chamber
size (indexed by s=2, 5, and 10) and day of experiments (indexed as d=1, 2, 3, 4 and
5). General trends of fluorescence signals (As,d ) were calculated as
PM
As,d (kT ) =

m=1 Im,s,d (kT )

M

(2.3)

where
T is the time interval between measurements of fluorescent intensity and k = 0,
1, 2, ... K is the sample number.
m = 1,..., M, represents each of the M individual chambers of a given size imaged
during a given day
Im,s,d (kT ) is the time-dependent fluorescent intensity of an individual reaction
chamber as measured by the procedure above
Noise (Nm,s,d (kT )) was defined as

Nm,s,d (kT ) ≡ Im,s,d (kT ) − gm,s,d ∗ As,d (kT )

(2.4)

Where gm,s,d is a gain factor that describes the extent to which the general trend
coupled into each individual noise trajectory. The gm,s,d values were selected to
minimize the cross-correlation (Austin et al., 2006) between Nm,s,d (kT ) and As,d (kT ).
CV2 was calculated as
2
CVm,s,d

=

2
σN
m,s,d
2
Im,s,d
(f inal)
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(2.5)

where Im,s,d (f inal) was the final fluorescence level measured at the end point of
the experiments.
Chamber Combination Analysis 200 composite noise traces were created by
randomly combining without replacement between two and six of the 45 individual
2 µm chambers imaged in the experiments.

Composite chambers had no more

than 3 individual 2 µm chambers in common with any other composite chamber.
The fluorescent abundances of the composite chambers were found by summing the
abundances of each individual chamber in the composite chamber. The variances
of the composite chambers were found using the sums of the extracted noise of
each individual chamber in the composite. CV2 of each composite chamber was
defined as the composite variance divided by the composite abundance squared. The
volume of composite chambers was found as the sum of the individual chambers in
the composite.
Calculating mRNA Contributions The reaction size of the model was varied by
changing the number of genes in the system from 15 to 150 genes in increments of
15 (indexed by g=15, 30, 45, ..., 150). 50 trajectories (indexed as c=1, 2, 3, ..., 50)
were simulated for each reaction size. mRNA molecules were created and indexed
by l=1,2,3,...L in the order in which they were created (i.e. the first mRNA made
was ranked l=1). The number of ribosomes bound to an mRNA molecule was Rc,g,l,k
where k was the sample number (k = 0, 1, 2, .... K). The protein production rate
decayed exponentially, k p = e-0.05(kT) , over the duration of the experiment. The
decay modeled the loss of expression capacity observed in cell-free reactions (Karig
et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013a). The total number of protein produced, P c,g,l , from
each mRNA at each sample number was calculated by summing the product of the
number of bound ribosomes and the protein production rate for each minute of the
simulated experiment.

Pc,g,l =

K
X

Rc,g,l,k e−0.05(kT )

k=1
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(2.6)

where T was the interval between samples.

The average number of protein

produced by mRNA molecules of each rank was calculated as

Pg,l

C
1 X
=
Pc,g,l
C c=1

(2.7)

The average protein population associated with an individual mRNA molecule
was normalized by the total amount of protein produced and was calculated as
Pg,l
PN ORM g,l = PL
l=1 Pg,l

(2.8)

This normalization, PN ORM g,l , when plotted against mRNA rank, j, illustrated
the relative influence of mRNA rank on the final protein population.
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Supplemental Figures
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Figure S2.1: Comparison of transient behavior between different experimental days.
Each color shows the average normalized fluorescence transient on a particular
experimental day. Thin lines are individual chambers while thick lines are averages
of chambers of all sizes acquired in the same experimental session. Each experiment
had a similar 50% rise time (∼25 minutes) and GFP production rate.
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Figure S2.2: Comparison of fluorescence transients in unconfined (i.e. bulk) and
confined chambers.
Bulk reactions were run in a BioTek Synergy 2 plate reader. 25 µL, commercial, raw
extract, cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) reactions were mixed with 500 ng of
Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP) coding pET3a plasmid, and pipetted
into a 384 well plate. Reactions were covered with 10 µL of mineral oil to prevent
evaporation. Excitation was at 485 nm and fluorescence was measured at 528 nm
every 7 minutes for 1 hour.
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Figure S2.3: Photobleaching during imaging.
To measure the effect of photobleaching occurring during experiments we ran a
standard experiment for one hour with the aperture narrowed to only the 9
chambers in the field of view. At the end of the experiment we compared the
intensity of the 9 chambers in the field of view to the intensity of 9 chambers of the
same size, on the same chip, during the same reaction that had not been exposed.
Fluorescence intensity was only slightly reduced (by about 10%, dashed gray line vs.
bars) and was reduced by similar amounts for all chamber sizes.
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Figure S2.4: Rate of photobleaching.
To measure the photobleaching rate in the system we imaged confined reactions in a
standard experiment for one hour. We then continuously exposed the reaction to
the light source (Nikon Intensilight C-HGFI) for 10 minutes while recording an
image every second. The average intensity of 9 chambers was recorded for each time
point and plotted against exposure time. Fluorescent intensity was normalized to
the initial value and fit with an exponential decay curve. The photobleaching
half-life was measured to be 987.47 seconds. The vertical line corresponds to the
measured amount of photobleaching during a one-hour experiment, 153 seconds of
exposure and a 10% reduction in fluorescence compared to chambers not imaged.
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Figure S2.5: Effect of chamber size on fluorescence transient.
Normalized fluorescent traces show the transients of different chamber sizes exhibit
very similar behavior. Thick lines represent the average behavior of all chambers of
a given size, while the thin lines depict individual chamber behavior. Both the
average transient behavior and the distributions of the individual behaviors show
little variation across the different chamber sizes.
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Figure S2.6: Noise plot of simulation data colored by the time the first mRNA was
made.
Centroids are colored by reaction size (blue 5 genes; red 50 genes). The gray line
has the form a/abundance2 . The timing of mRNA production heavily influences
both the amount of protein produced and the noise.
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Figure S2.7: R2 for varying power law fits to experimental data.
Chamber and vesicle noise plot data (Figure 2.3a and 2.3c) were fit with equations
of the form a ∗ abundance-b . Values of b ranged between 0.0 and 4.0. For each value
of b, the value of a was found by nonlinear least squared fitting. R2 was measured
and plotted for each value of b. Values of b between 1.0 (solid line) and 2.0 (dashed
line) show good fits to the experimental data in both chambers and vesicles.
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Chapter 3
Controlling Cell-Free Gene
Expression Behavior by Tuning
Membrane Transport Properties
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Previous reports demonstrate that within a population of protein expressing
vesicles very few are permeable to necessary expression resources and most are
impermeable. This results in a highly skewed distribution of protein expression.
This paper will explore how (1) more vesicles can be made permeable to expression
resources and as a result (2) if this makes the expressed protein more uniform across
the population of vesicles.

3.1

Abstract

Controlled transport of molecules across boundaries for energy exchange, sensing,
and communication is an essential step toward cell-like synthetic systems. This communication between the gene expression compartment and the external environment
requires reaction chambers that are permeable to molecular species that influence
expression. In lipid vesicle reaction chambers, species that support expression –
from small ions to amino acids – may diffuse across membranes and amplify protein
production. However, vesicle-to-vesicle variation in membrane permeability may lead
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to low total expression and high variability in this expression. We demonstrate a
simple optical treatment method that greatly reduces the variability in membrane
permeability. When transport across the membrane was essential for expression, this
optical treatment increased mean expression level by 6-fold and reduced expression
variability by nearly two orders of magnitude. These results demonstrate membrane
engineering may enable essential steps toward cell-like synthetic systems.

The

experimental platform described here provides a means of understanding controlled
transport motifs in individual cells and groups of cells working cooperatively through
cell-to-cell molecular signaling.

3.2

Introduction

Cell-free gene expression using purified components or cell extracts has become
a viable platform for synthetic biology (Karim and Jewett, 2016; Moore et al.,
2018; Pardee et al., 2016; Shin and Noireaux, 2012; Siegal-Gaskins et al., 2014).
A broader goal is the realization of more complex cell-free systems (Perez et al.,
2016) that may approach cell-like capabilities (Scott et al., 2016). However, these
aspirations are stymied by highly variable behavior from identical cell-free expression
reactors, especially at cell-relevant reactor volumes (Boreyko et al., 2017; Caveney
et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2015; Norred et al., 2018). Even in simple, single-gene,
expression experiments, protein concentrations may vary by more than an order of
magnitude across a population of identically constructed reaction chambers (Nourian
and Danelon, 2013; Saito et al., 2009). For cell-free expression confined in lipid
vesicles, a portion of this variability may emerge from vesicle-to-vesicle variation in
the permeability of the membrane (Nishimura et al., 2014a) to molecular species
(ions, amino acids, etc.) that may lead to variability in protein production. A small
fraction (<10%) of lipid vesicles produce much more protein than the average vesicle
because they are naturally permeable to molecular species that support expression
(Nishimura et al., 2014a) (Figure 3.1A). As a result, producing vesicles with more
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Figure 3.1: Engineering membranes for uniform protein production.
(A) (Top) A population of vesicles where only a few vesicles are permeable to
resources essential for expression (red triangles) in the outer solution and thus able
to make protein (black diamonds and green background). (Bottom) The result is a
highly skewed protein population distribution where most vesicles make no protein
and a few make large amounts of protein. (B) A process to make more vesicles
permeable to protein expression resources (Top) would result in a more uniform
protein population distribution (Bottom).
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uniform transport properties is an essential step in achieving more uniform expression
behavior in synthetic gene expression platforms (Figure 3.1B).
Recent work suggests that optical exposure induces membrane pore formation (Itri
et al., 2014) that may lead to uniform permeability of lipid vesicles (Figure 3.1B).
Such photosensitizing processes have been employed to permeabilize membranes to
trigger drug release (Massiot et al., 2019), or to inactivate membrane bound proteins
(Rokitskaya et al., 2015). Studies show that optical exposure produces oxidative
species (Mertins et al., 2014) that result in chemically modified lipid-tails and increase
membrane permeability (Bacellar et al., 2018).
Here we show that for cell-free expression in lipid vesicles, optically-induced
permeabilization leads to relatively uniform transport of gene expression resources
across the membrane, yet maintains encapsulation of the core expression machinery
(e.g. ribosomes and DNA) within the vesicles. In experiments where membrane
transport was required for expression activity, this optical treatment led to ∼6-fold
greater mean protein expression with nearly two orders of magnitude less vesicle-tovesicle variability in expression level compared to experiments lacking the treatment.
For cell-free expression in vesicles, these findings have important implications for
the comparison of flow cytometry (minimal optical exposure) to microscopy (more
optical exposure) experiments. Importantly, these results demonstrate membrane
engineering may enable essential steps toward cell-like synthetic systems with
controlled transport of molecules across boundaries for energy exchange, sensing, and
communication. As a result, such cell-free experimental platforms provide a viable
path for understanding these controlled transport motifs in individual cells and groups
of cells working cooperatively through cell-to-cell molecular signaling.

3.3

Results

To study how membrane permeability affected gene expression, we tracked cell-free
expression of Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) confined in POPC vesicles (Figure
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3.2A; Methods). In these experiments, expression resources encapsulated within the
vesicles were deliberately diluted to ensure that transport across the membrane was
essential to expression activity (Methods). Each vesicle contained a population of
fluorescent molecules (AF647 conjugated to transferrin) captured at the time of vesicle
formation to serve as a volume marker that aided in vesicle identification (Figure 3.2B,
top). To ensure that even vesicles that expressed little or no YFP were found, for all
experiments the t=2 hour image of the AF647 was used to locate 100-200 regions of
interest (ROIs) that indicated the location of individual vesicles possessing distinct
boundaries with minimal overlap with neighboring vesicles. The t=2 hour measured
YFP fluorescence from these ROIs (Figure 3.2B, bottom) provided a random sample
of the amount of protein expressed in individual vesicles across the population (Figure
3.2B, bottom inset). Imaging was performed using a Zeiss, LSM 710 confocal laser
scanning microscope. Z-stacks of 20 slices were taken during every imaging event
for 2 hours. Each slice was 512 x 512 pixels (pixels measured 0.81 µm x 0.81 µm).
Vesicles were illuminated with 405 nm, 488 nm, and 633 nm lasers. Laser powers
were 6.5 mW, 6.1 mW, and 1.67 mW, respectively. During each image capture, each
pixel was illuminated by all three lasers for 37.9 µs.
We performed experiments using two different imaging protocols. In the first
protocol (light_min; Figure 3.2A, bottom left), we imaged the vesicles only once
at t=2 hours after expression activity ceased (Caveney et al., 2016; Karig et al.,
2013; Sun et al., 2013a). In this protocol, the vesicles were exposed to a minimal
amount of light, much as they would be in a flow cytometry experiment. In the
second protocol (light_max; Figure 3.2A, bottom right), we imaged each vesicle once
every 3 minutes for the entire 2-hour duration of the experiment. Note that in the
light_min protocol there was minimal photobleaching, but that both YFP and AF647
experienced significant photobleaching (18.0% and 32.5%, respectively; Figure S3.2)
due to the constant illumination in the light_max protocol.
The AF647 images from both protocols show numerous intact vesicles with distinct
boarders (Figure 3.3A and B). Aside from the photobleaching inherent to light_max
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Figure 3.2: Vesicle production and imaging protocol.
(A) Vesicle production via the emulsion-transfer method. YFP expressing plasmid
and a fluorescent volume marker (AF647) were encapsulated in lipid vesicles. The
vesicles were imaged on a confocal microscope using either a minimal light exposure
(bottom left) or maximal light exposure (bottom right) protocol. (B) Images of
YFP and AF647 fluorescence after 2 hours of gene expression for a control
experiment where membrane transport was not required for robust expression.
Insets show the distributions of fluorescent intensities.
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Figure 3.3: Effects of the light_min and light_max protocols on gene expression
behavior.
The t=2 hour image of AF647 using (A) light_min and (B) light_max protocols.
(C) The t=2 hour distributions of AF647 fluorescence for light_min (red) and
light_max (blue) protocols. The dashed vertical lines indicate the means of the two
distributions. The arrow shows the expected shift in the mean due to
photobleaching in the light_max protocol. The t=2 hour image of YFP using the
(D) light_min and (E) light_max protocols. (F) The t=2 hour distributions of
YFP for light_min (red) and light_max (blue) protocols. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the means of the two distributions.
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(Figure 3.3C), the distribution of AF647 across the population of vesicles was similar
for both protocols (Figure S3.3). In contrast, the expression behavior, as indicated
by the YFP images (Figure 3.3D and E), was vastly different for the two protocols.
The light_min protocol resulted in a skewed population (adjusted Fisher–Pearson
standardized moment coefficient (g1 ) =6.25) where most vesicles (76.6%) had little or
no YFP expression, 20.3% made some detectable amount of YFP, and a small number
(3.1%) made much more YFP than the average. These results are consistent with
previous reports of POPC vesicles made by the emulsion-transfer method expressing
protein with the PURE system (Nishimura et al., 2014a) that show 10% of vesicles
are naturally permeable to small molecules necessary for gene expression. Conversely,
the majority of vesicles are impermeable and may produce little or no protein if they
are lacking essential expression resources encapsulated within the vesicle (Nishimura
et al., 2014a).
In contrast to the light_min protocol, the light_max protocol resulted in all
vesicles expressing measurable levels of YFP with a much less skewed distribution
(g1 =0.33). As a result, even without correcting for photobleaching (Figure 3.3F and
S3.2), the mean YFP expression level was ∼6-fold greater for light_max compared
to light_min.

Further, the light_max protocol decreased expression variability

(measured using CV 2 = Y F P variance/Y F P mean2 ) by nearly two orders of
magnitude (CV 2 = 2.4 (light_min); CV 2 = 0.04 (light_max)).
The clear implication of the experimental results is that the light_max protocol
permeabilized the vesicle membranes. Although not previously reported in gene
expression studies, such photosensitive permeabilization of lipid membranes has been
reported in other contexts (Figure 3.4A). These reports (Itri et al., 2014; Mertins
et al., 2014) indicate that light exposure creates short-lived, excited molecules that
react with molecular oxygen to produce singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen reacts with
double bonds found on lipid tails, resulting in a shift of the double bond by one
carbon, and most importantly, generates lipid hydroperoxide species. The double
bond shift increases the area per lipid molecule (Mertins et al., 2014), decreases
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Figure 3.4: Permeabilization of POPC membranes.
(A) Light exposure excites photosensitive species which produce singlet oxygen that
reacts with the unsaturated tails of POPC to form alcohol and ketone groups,
leading to permeabilization of the membrane (De Rosa et al., 2018). (B-D)
Transport of fluorophores from outer solution into the vesicles after 2 hours of
light_min (top) or light_max (middle) imaging protocol for (B) Fluorescein, (C)
AF633, and (D) AF647. The light_max protocol enables Fluorescein transport into
the vesicles (B, bottom), but has little effect on AF633 (C, bottom) or AF647 (D,
bottom) transport into vesicles. In (B-D, bottom) the dashed vertical lines indicate
the means of the populations. The solid black vertical lines indicate concentration
of fluorophore in the outer solution.
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membrane thickness (Itri et al., 2014) and the elastic moduli (Weber et al., 2014),
but does not increase membrane permeability (Weber et al., 2014). However, the
hydroperoxides produce alcohols and ketones on lipid tails, as well as truncated lipid
tails capped with an aldehyde that form stable pores in the membrane (De Rosa et al.,
2018) (Figure 3.4A, bottom).

3.4

Discussion

While the gene expression data suggest optically-induced pore formation in the vesicle
membranes, they also imply molecular selectivity in transport through the pores.
Most importantly, significant levels of YFP were only seen in vesicles. Furthermore,
the drop in AF647-transferrin fluorescence in the light_max protocol was consistent
with photobleaching and showed no evidence of significant loss due to leakage from
the vesicles. Accordingly, it seems that the larger expression resource molecules
(plasmid DNA, ribosomes, RNAPs) and the proteins (transferrin, YFP) remained
encapsulated, while smaller molecular species (small ions, nucleotides, amino acids)
were able to cross the membrane.
To characterize the size-selectivity of the membrane pores, we imaged populations
of vesicles with various fluorophores in the outer solution (Figure 3.4B-D). The
fluorophores were chosen to have molecular weights larger than small ions, but in
the range of amino acids (∼110 Da), nucleotides (∼650 Da), and proteins (>20 kDa).
Fluorescein (∼332 Da), AF633 (∼1.2 kDa), and AF647 conjugated to transferrin (∼80
kDa) were added to the outer solution and the vesicles were imaged with both the
light_min (Figure 3.4B-D, top) and light_max (Figure 3.4B-D, middle) protocols.
The light_min protocol resulted in little or no diffusion of Fluorescein or AF647
into vesicles (Figure 3.4B and D, bottom). In contrast, light_max imaging enabled
diffusion of Fluorescein across the membrane, equalizing the vesicle and outer solution
concentrations (Figure 3.4B, bottom). Light_max imaging resulted in little change
in the populations of AF633 and AF647-transferrin within the vesicles. However,
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even with very little optical exposure, AF633 was found in many vesicles, often at
concentrations greater than the outer solution (Figure 3.4C, bottom). This initial
loading of fluorophore into vesicles was seen from the very first image in the light_max
protocol and was unrelated to optical exposure. It seems likely that AF633 may
become encapsulated in some vesicles during the vesicle synthesis process. These
fluorophore transport and the gene expression results indicate that the light_max
protocol enabled the transport of small ions, nucleotides, and amino acids, yet kept
RNAP (∼99 kDa), proteins, ribosomes (∼2.7 MDa), and plasmid DNA (∼1.58 MDa)
encapsulated within the vesicles.
Synthetic biology approaches to controlling gene expression level and variability
have focused on genetic circuits. However, the central feature of cell-free synthetic
biology is the ability to define the environment by manipulating confinement volume
(Caveney et al., 2016), degree of macromolecular crowding (Norred et al., 2018), and
the composition of cell extract (Garcia et al., 2018). Likewise, the results reported
here show that membrane engineering is a viable approach to control expression
behavior and demonstrate a simple optical treatment that greatly diminishes the
variability in the permeability of POPC vesicle membranes. Looking ahead, such
controlled transport across membranes is essential for energy exchange, sensing,
and communication that lie at the heart of many complex cellular functions. The
intriguing implication of this study is that membrane engineering may enable celllike synthetic systems with similar levels of functionality. As a result, such cellfree experimental platforms provide a viable path both for the realization of cellfree synthetic biology applications and for understanding these controlled transport
motifs in individual cells and groups of cells working cooperatively through cell-to-cell
molecular signaling.
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3.5
3.5.1

Methods
Vesicle Preparation

Vesicle were made using the oil-in-water emulsion-transfer method (Nishimura et al.,
2014b; Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004; Pautot et al., 2003) (Figure 3.2A). This
method encapsulated a protein expressing inner solution in vesicles separated from
an osmotically balanced outer solution. The inner solution was prepared using the
PURExpress In Vitro Protein Synthesis Kit from New England Biolabs according
to Table S3.1. The YFP-encoding pEToppY plasmid was used (Nishimura et al.,
2014b). The inner solution was vortexed in 330 µL of paraffin oil containing 30
mg of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) for 60 seconds (Figure
S3.1A and B). The resulting emulsion was layered above the outer solution and
centrifuged at 13,000 g for 20 minutes at room temperature (Figure S3.1C and
D). The low concentration inner reactions were made by diluting Solution A and
Solution B with nuclease-free water to 1/3 their standard concentrations. The outer
solution for vesicles was mixed from frozen stocks of each component prior to each
experiment according to Table S3.2. The low concentration inner reactions were made
diluting Solution A and Solution B with nuclease-free water to 1/3 their standard
concentrations.

3.5.2

Vesicle Imaging

The pellet of vesicles was collected with 100 µL of the outer solution and pipetted onto
a no. 1.5 glass bottom Petri dish. The lid was placed on the Petri dish to minimize
airflow and evaporation of the 100 µL outer solution and vesicle drop. Two different
protocols were followed for imaging: light_max and light_min. For the light_max
protocol the Petri dish was placed on a Zeiss LSM710 confocal scanning microscope
with an incubation chamber warmed to 37◦ C and imaged every 3 minutes in a z-stack
with a 20x air objective. Vesicles were imaged with three lasers: a 405 nm, 6.5 mW
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Table S3.1: Inner solution components.
Chemical
Solution A
Solution B
Alexafluor 647 Transferrin
Sucrose
RNAsin
plasmid
Nuclease-free Water
Total

Stock Concentration Volume (µL)
−
10.0
−
7.5
1.25 mg/mL
1.0
1.0 M
5.0
40.0 U/µL
0.5
478.2 ng/µL
0.418
−
5.58
−
30.0
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Figure S3.1: Emulsion transfer method.
(A) Inner solution droplet in the POPC/oil solution. (B) Inner solution and
POPC/oil solution emulsion after vortexing. (C) Vortexed solution layered above
the outer solution. (D) Layered solutions after centrifugation. Vesicles are pelleted
but difficult to see by eye.
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Table S3.2: Outer solution components.
Chemical
Stock Concentration (M)
Amino Acids
0.1
ATP
0.1
GTP
0.1
CTP
0.5
UTP
0.5
Spermidine
0.25
Creatine Phosphate
1.0
Dithiothreitol
0.1
Folinic Acid
0.5
Potassium Glutamate
3.5
Magnesium Acetate
0.5
HEPES
1.0
Glucose
1.0
Autoclaved MilliQ Water
−
Total
−
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Volume (µL)
1.8
11.3
7.5
0.75
0.75
1.8
3.75
4.5
0.75
24.0
11.3
30.0
60.0
141.8
300.0

laser; YFP was excited with a 488 nm, 6.1 mW laser and fluorescent emission was
collected from 515-584 nm; and AF647 was excited with a 633 nm, 1.67 mW laser
and fluorescent emission was collected from 638-756 nm. Z-stacks were made of 20
slices at 1 µm intervals, and the aperture for each slice was 1.00 Airy Units (open
enough to allow ∼1.5 µm depth of light). The time the vesicles sat on the microscope
before imaging was minimized (less than 15 minutes), allowing for imaging for most
of the duration of protein expression. For the light_min protocol, the Petri dish with
vesicles was placed in a dark incubator at 37◦ C for 2 hours. It was then imaged once
on the confocal microscope with the same settings as the light_max protocol.

3.5.3

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Average fluorescent intensity and diameter were measured with the FIJI TrackMate
(Tinevez et al., 2017) (v3.8.0) plugin. TrackMate found spots with an estimated blob
diameter of 10 µm using the Laplacian of Gaussian detector. Spots that were found
with an estimated diameter <5 µm, >19 µm, or contrast <0 were removed from the
data set. We used the simple Linear Assignment Problem (LAP) tracker to link spots
across z-stacks in time to create traces. Traces that had missing frames, traveled
>5 µm between frames, or tracked for <45 of the 60 frames were removed from the
data set. Fluorescent concentrations and estimated diameters were measured for each
vesicle at each time point. The estimated diameter varied slightly between frames,
so the diameter used for each vesicle was taken to be the average of the estimated
diameters over the entire time trace. Protein concentration (in arbitrary units) was
measured as the average fluorescent intensity for each vesicle at each time point.

3.5.4

Determining Vesicles Indistinguishable from Background

Background ROIs were determined from the AF647 (volume marker) channel. The
gene expression intensities of these ROIs were measured in the YFP channel. A
sample of vesicles with clearly defined edges in the AF647 channel, but no clear edges
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in the YFP channel, were measured for their YFP intensity. This value was slightly
above the background value measured and was used as a cut-off for vesicles that were
indistinguishable from background fluorescence.
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3.7

Supplemental Figures
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Figure S3.2: Photobleaching rate of YFP and AF647 during the light_max protocol.
Photobleaching rate of YFP and AF647 during the light_max protocol. A standard
vesicle reaction was prepared and left for two hours in the dark to finish making
protein. Vesicles were then imaged using the light_max protocol to measure the
YFP and AF647 photobleaching rates. The photobleaching half-life was 420
minutes for YFP and 211 minutes for AF647. After two hours, the light_max
protocol reduced YFP fluorescence by 18% and AF647 fluorescence by 32.5%.
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Figure S3.3: Light_max effect on AF647 fluorescence distribution.
To compare AF647 distributions from light_min (blue) and light_max (red)
protocols, the light_max distribution was corrected for photobleaching (orange) by
multiplying by a bleaching gain factor (1.48). The dashed vertical lines indicate the
means of the populations.
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Chapter 4
Molecular Transport across Lipid
Membranes Controls Cell-Free
Expression Level and Dynamics
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Many attributes of cells (growth, genome replication, evolution) are being engineered in synthetic systems. To further advance these efforts requires understanding
how protein expression in synthetic systems is governed by encapsulation of resources
as well as diffusion of resources across the membrane. This chapter will use the method
developed in the previous chapter to investigate the impacts on protein expression of
two resource pools divided by a permeabilized membrane.

4.1

Abstract

Essential steps toward synthetic cell-like systems require controlled transport of
molecular species across the boundary between encapsulated expression and the
external environment.

When molecular species (e.g.

small ions, amino acids)

required for expression (i.e. expression resources) may cross this boundary, this
transport process plays an important role in gene expression dynamics and expression
variability. Here we show how the location (encapsulated or external) of the expression
resources controls the level and the dynamics of cell-free protein expression confined
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in permeable lipid vesicles. Regardless of the concentration of encapsulated resources,
external resources were essential for protein production. Compared to resource poor
external environments, plentiful external resources increased expression by ∼7-fold,
and rescued expression when internal resources were lacking. Intriguingly, the location
of resources and the membrane transport properties dictated expression dynamics in a
manner well predicted by a simple transport-expression model. These results suggest
membrane engineering as a means for spatio-temporal control of gene expression
in cell-free synthetic biology applications and demonstrate a flexible experimental
platform to understand the interplay between membrane transport and expression in
cellular systems.

4.2

Introduction

Confined cell-free gene expression systems (Karim and Jewett, 2016; Moore et al.,
2018; Pardee et al., 2016; Shin and Noireaux, 2012; Siegal-Gaskins et al., 2014; Siuti
et al., 2011b) are making strides (Perez et al., 2016) toward cell-like capabilities (Scott
et al., 2016; Trifonov, 2011). Recent reports demonstrate important steps along this
path, including genome replication (Sakatani et al., 2015), metabolism (Garcia et al.,
2018), adaptation (Yoshiyama et al., 2018), and growth (Exterkate et al., 2017).
However, little work has been reported on one of the key next steps – controlled
molecular interactions with the external environment (Collier and Simpson, 2011).
This communication across the membrane is essential for highly complex cellular
functions such as chemotaxis (Van Haastert and Devreotes, 2004), symbiosis (Braga
et al., 2016), and collective action (e.g. biofilm formation (Flemming et al., 2016)).
For cell-like systems, essential next steps like energy harvesting, require the controlled
trafficking of molecules across the boundary between cell-like system and the external
world. Recent work demonstrates the use of pore-forming proteins (Chalmeau et al.,
2011; Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004) or optical treatment of vesicles (Caveney et al.,
2019) to engineer transport across lipid membranes. When these transport processes
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involve molecules that support protein synthesis (e.g. ions, nucleotides, amino acids),
transport and gene expression dynamics become entwined (Figure 4.1A).
Gene expression in cell-like systems is a function of both encapsulated and
external expression resources (Figure 4.1B). Recently, we demonstrated an optical
treatment protocol to make vesicle membranes uniformly permeable to molecules
relevant to protein expression (Caveney et al., 2019). This technique reduced vesicleto-vesicle variability in protein expression by making membrane transport properties
uniform and by reducing the effects of stochastic seeding of the encapsulated
resources. However, permeable membranes change the dynamics of gene expression
by accentuating the role of molecular transport across the membrane. Here we show
how the location (encapsulated or external) of the expression resources controlled
the level and the dynamics of cell-free protein expression confined in permeable
lipid vesicles. Regardless of the concentration of encapsulated resources, external
resources were essential for protein production, increasing expression levels by ∼7fold. By sourcing essential molecular species, resource-rich external environments
rescued expression when internal resources were lacking. Intriguingly, the location of
resources and the membrane transport properties dictated expression dynamics in a
manner well predicted by a simple transport-expression model. Since the membrane
transport properties may be controlled in space and time using a simple optical
treatment (Caveney et al., 2019), these results demonstrate the means for predictive
spatio-temporal control of gene expression in cell-free synthetic biology applications.
Furthermore, the experiments described here show a flexible experimental platform to
understand the interplay between membrane transport and expression in individual
cells or in groups of cells working cooperatively through cell-to-cell molecular
signaling.
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Figure 4.1: Resource location (internal or external) affects gene expression behavior.
(A) Gene expression is affected by the encapsulated (orange circular sector) and
external (red triangle) molecular resources. (B) The gene expression transient is the
sum of two components: one controlled by the internal resource concentration and
one controlled by external resource concentration. The expression transient due to
external resources should experience a delay (labeled here as expression lag) related
to the membrane transport properties.
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4.3

Results

To study the dynamics of protein expression in permeable lipid vesicles, we tracked
cell-free expression of Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) confined in opticallypermeabilized (Caveney et al., 2019) vesicles (Figure 4.2A and B; Methods).
Vesicles were created by the emulsion-transfer method described previously (Caveney
et al., 2016; Nishimura et al., 2014a; Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004).

Briefly,

an inner solution composed of the PURE system (Shimizu et al., 2001), a YFP
encoding plasmid, pEToppY, and a fluorescent volume marker, AF647 conjugated
to transferrin, were vortexed in paraffin oil containing 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero3-phosphocholine (POPC) to create reverse micelles.

The reverse micelles were

centrifuged through an oil-water interface into the outer solution to create vesicles
(Figure 4.2A). Vesicles were imaged with z-stacks of 20 slices every 3 minutes for a 3hour period using a Zeiss, LSM 710 confocal laser scanning microscope. This imaging
protocol, light_max, permeabilizes the lipid membranes, allowing the transport of
molecular species (e.g. nucleotides, amino acids) essential for expression (Caveney
et al., 2019). The images of the AF647 at each time point (Figure 4.2B, Top) were
used to locate individual vesicles possessing distinct boundaries with minimal overlap
with neighboring vesicles. The dynamics of protein expression were inferred from the
time histories (Figure 4.2B, Bottom Inset) of the measured YFP fluorescence (Figure
4.2B, Bottom) from these ROIs.
We performed experiments using protocols defined by the concentrations (high
(H) or low (L); Methods) of resources encapsulated within vesicles and those
in the outer solution (Figure 4.2C). This led to four types of experiments: (1)
Low encapsulated/low outer (LL); (2) High encapsulated/low outer (HL); (3) Low
encapsulated/high outer (LH); and (4) High encapsulated/high outer (HH). After 2
hours, when protein expression had stopped, the YFP fluorescence resulting from the
LL protocol was nearly indistinguishable from background, indicating very low gene
expression activity (Figure 4.3A). Conversely, three of these protocols (HL, LH, and
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Figure 4.2: Gene expression in permeable lipid membranes with differing location
of expression resources.
(A) Method for making and imaging vesicles. Vesicles were imaged using a protocol,
light_max, to cause membrane permeability (Caveney et al., 2019). (B)
Representative images of the AF647 volume marker and YFP fluorescence in
vesicles. Insets show transient behavior of AF647 (photobleaching decay) and YFP
fluorescence. (C) Varying the location of essential gene expression resources by
changing inner and outer solution concentrations.
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Figure 4.3: Expression resource location controls gene expression level and
dynamics.
(A) The t=2 hour image of YFP expressed with the low encapsulated/low outer
concentration condition. (B) The t=2 hour image of YFP expressed with the high
encapsulated/low outer concentration condition. (C) The t=2 hour image of YFP
expressed under the low encapsulated/high outer concentration condition. (D) The
t=2 hour image of YFP expressed under the high encapsulated/high outer
condition. (E) Distributions of YFP produced under each of the four resource
concentration conditions. The dashed vertical lines indicate the means of each
distributions. Gray shaded region denotes vesicles with YFP intensities
indistinguishable from the background. (F) Average transient behavior of vesicles
under the three conditions that produced significant amounts of protein.
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HH) led to significant protein expression activity as indicated by YFP fluorescence
levels measurably above background (Figure 4.3B-D). These results indicate that
if the expression resources were available, either encapsulated or within the outer
solution, gene expression occurred. Yet, the location of the resources controlled both
the level (Figure 4.3E) and the dynamics (Figure 4.3F) of expression.
With the benefit of a full complement of both encapsulated and external resources,
the HH protocol led to the highest level of gene expression (Figure 4.3D). In agreement
with a previous report (Carrara et al., 2018), high resource concentrations were
essential to maximizing protein production as expression in the HH condition was
nearly ∼7-fold greater than either of the other two productive protocols. Intriguingly,
HL and LH protocols produced similar levels of total protein at the 2-hour mark
(Figure 4.3B, C, and E), yet displayed very different expression dynamics (Figure
4.3F). Regardless of the outer solution resource concentration, a high concentration
of encapsulated resources led to a rapid onset of expression (Figure 4.3F). Conversely,
expression in the low encapsulated resource environment was rescued by a high
concentration of external resources, but only after a considerable delay (Figure 4.3F).

4.4

Discussion

To better understand the dynamics of cell-free gene expression in permeable vesicles,
we constructed a model that accounted for molecular transport across the membrane
(Figure 4.4A). This model included three types of molecular species important in
the expression process: (Q) encapsulated molecules (e.g. ribosomes, RNAP) that
do not cross the membrane (immobile); (L) highly transportable species (e.g. small
ions) that were both encapsulated and in the outer solution that readily crossed the
membrane (highly mobile); and (R) slowly transported species (e.g. amino acids,
nucleotides) that were both encapsulated and in the outer solution (lowly mobile). In
the model, the internal concentration of these three species and the known decay in
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Figure 4.4: Model of protein expression with resources divided by a permeable
membrane.
(A) Graphic of the Gillespie simulation. Species G and Q do not cross the
membrane while species R and L cross with different rates, kR and kL . (B)
Distributions of final protein for each of the four conditions. (C) Transients of
protein expression for the three conditions that make significant amounts of protein.
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expression capacity with time (Caveney et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2013a) controlled the
rate of gene expression. The time dependence of expression capacity was modeled
as an exponential decay (rate constant kp = 0.00001 ∗ e−0.0125∗t ).

The internal

concentration of immobile species was set by the initial conditions (either high or
low) and remained constant throughout the simulation (Figure S4.2D). The internal
concentrations of the two mobile species (L) and (R) reached equilibrium with the
external concentration of these species after a delay time set by the transport rates
(Figure S4.2A-C). Since the highly mobile species were expected to equilibrate with
the outer solution very quickly, this rate constant was set high (kLin/out = 0.1∗t). The
lowly mobile rate constant was found by fitting to the transport transient of fluorescein
into vesicles from the outer solution (Methods, Figure S4.2D). This resulted in timevariant transport process described by kRin/out = 0.00019 ∗ t, where transport across
the membrane for the lowly mobile species increased with increased light exposure.
Gillespie simulations (Gillespie, 1977) of expression were run using the model
for four conditions approximating the experimental HH, HL, LH, and LL protocols,
and simulation results reproduced the major experimental behaviors. Similar to
experiments, the HH simulations resulted in the most protein. HL and LH simulations
resulted in ∼3.4x and 14x less protein than HH (Figure 4.4B). Further, the HH and
HL simulations (most encapsulated resources), had a rapid initial rise in protein
production while the LH model has a significant time lag (Figure 4.4C) caused by
the delayed arrival of the lowly mobile species. The variation in the amounts of
protein made in the different modeling conditions was caused by the interplay between
the time that resources arrived in the vesicle and the exponential decay in protein
expression capacity.
Perhaps cell and cell-free synthetic biology differ most in the emphasis each place
either on gene circuits or on the environment in which gene circuits reside. Cellfree synthetic biology is placing ever greater emphasis on controlling the gene circuit
environment by manipulating confinement volume (Caveney et al., 2016), degree of
macromolecular crowding (Norred et al., 2018), and the composition of cell extract
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(Garcia et al., 2018). A defining feature of the gene circuit environment in cells
is the controlled transport of molecules across membranes. Such interplay between
membrane transport and gene expression in cells play important roles in expression
variability (Hansen et al., 2018a) and complex functionality like probabilistic fate
determination (Hansen et al., 2018b). Furthermore, cells use membrane transport to
take in energy molecules, sense the environment (Van Haastert and Devreotes, 2004),
coordinate population behavior (e.g. quorum sensing (Miller and Bassler, 2001)), and
share genetic material (e.g. horizontal gene transfer (Gogarten and Townsend, 2005)).
It is an intriguing possibility that membrane engineering for controlled molecular
transport between encapsulated and external cell-free expression environments may
enable essential next steps toward synthetic systems that approach cell-like functional
complexity.

4.5
4.5.1

Methods
Vesicle Preparation

Vesicle were made using the oil-in-water emulsion-transfer method (Nishimura et al.,
2014b; Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004; Pautot et al., 2003) (Figure 4.2A). This
method encapsulated a protein expressing inner solution in vesicles separated from
an osmotically balanced outer solution. The inner solution was prepared with the
PURExpress In Vitro Protein Synthesis Kit from New England Biolabs according to
Table S4.1. The plasmid used was YFP-encoding pEToppY plasmid (Nishimura et al.,
2014b). The inner solution was vortexed in 330 µL of paraffin oil containing 30 mg of
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) for 60 seconds (Figure S4.1A
and B). The resulting emulsion was layered above the outer solution and centrifuged
at 13,000 g for 20 minutes at room temperature (Figure S4.1C and D). The outer
solution for vesicles was mixed from frozen stocks of each component prior to each
experiment according to Table S4.2. The low concentration inner reactions were made
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Table S4.1: Inner solution components for the emulsion transfer method.
Chemical
Solution A
Solution B
Alexafluor 647 Transferrin
Sucrose
RNAsin
plasmid
Nuclease-free Water
Total

Stock Concentration Volume (µL)
−
10.0
−
7.5
1.25 mg/mL
1.0
1.0 M
5.0
40.0 U/µL
0.5
478.2 ng/µL
0.418
−
5.58
−
30.0
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Figure S4.1: Emulsion transfer method of vesicle preparation.
(A) Inner solution droplet in the POPC/oil solution. (B) Inner solution and
POPC/oil solution emulsion after vortexing. (C) Vortexed solution layered above
the outer solution. (D) Layered solutions after centrifugation. Vesicles are pelleted
but difficult to see by eye.
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Table S4.2: Outer solution components for the emulsion transfer method.
Chemical
Stock Concentration (M)
Amino Acids
0.1
ATP
0.1
GTP
0.1
CTP
0.5
UTP
0.5
Spermidine
0.25
Creatine Phosphate
1.0
Dithiothreitol
0.1
Folinic Acid
0.5
Potassium Glutamate
3.5
Magnesium Acetate
0.5
HEPES
1.0
Glucose
1.0
Autoclaved MilliQ Water
−
Total
−
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Volume (µL)
1.8
11.3
7.5
0.75
0.75
1.8
3.75
4.5
0.75
24.0
11.3
30.0
60.0
141.8
300.0

by diluting Solution A and Solution B with nuclease-free water to 1/3 their standard
concentrations. The low concentration outer reactions were made by diluting the
entire outer solution to 1/3 its standard concentration.

4.5.2

Vesicle Imaging

Fluorescent images were obtained using a confocal microscope to track YFP
expression and AF647 fluorescence for three hours (Figure 4.2B and 4.2B inset). The
pellet of vesicles was collected with 100 µL of the outer solution and pipetted onto
a no. 1.5 glass bottom Petri dish. The lid was placed on the Petri dish to minimize
airflow and evaporation of the 100 µL outer solution and vesicle drop. Vesicles were
imaged with the light_max protocol (Caveney et al., 2019). The Petri dish was placed
on a Zeiss LSM710 confocal scanning microscope with an incubation chamber warmed
to 37◦ C and imaged every 3 minutes in a z-stack with a 20x air objective. Vesicles
were imaged with three lasers: a 405 nm, 6.5 mW laser; YFP was excited with a 488
nm, 6.1 mW laser and fluorescent emission was collected from 515-584 nm; and AF647
was excited with a 633 nm, 1.67 mW laser and fluorescent emission was collected from
638-756 nm. Z-stacks were made of ∼21 slices at 1 µm intervals, and the aperture for
each slice was 1.00 Airy Units (open enough to allow ∼1.5 µm depth of light). The
time the vesicles sat on the microscope before imaging was minimized (less than 15
minutes), allowing for imaging for most of the duration of protein expression.

4.5.3

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Average fluorescent intensities were measured with the FIJI TrackMate (Tinevez et al.,
2017) (v3.8.0) plugin. TrackMate found spots with an estimated blob diameter of
10 µm using the Laplacian of Gaussian detector. Spots that were found with an
estimated diameter <5 µm, >19 µm, or contrast <0 were removed from the data set.
We used the simple Linear Assignment Problem (LAP) tracker to link spots across
z-stacks in time to create traces. Traces that had missing frames, traveled >5µm
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between frames, or tracked for <45 of the 60 frames were removed from the data set.
Protein concentration (in arbitrary units) was measured as the average fluorescent
intensity for each vesicle at each time point.

4.5.4

Determining Vesicles Indistinguishable from Background

Background ROIs were determined from the AF647, volume marker, channel.
Intensity of these ROIs was measured in the YFP channel. A sample of vesicles
with clearly defined edges by eye in the AF647 channel but no clear edges by eye in
the YFP channel were measured for their YFP intensity. This value, 0.6147 AU, was
slightly above the background value measured and was used as a cut-off for vesicles
that were indistinguishable from background fluorescence.

4.5.5

Measuring the Transient of Membrane Permeability

To investigate the temporal dynamics of membrane transport across the permeabilized
membranes, fluorophores were added to the outer solution instead of the inner
solution, detailed in (Caveney et al., 2019). Three fluorophores were used, fluorescein
(∼332 Da), AF633 (∼1.2 kDa), and AF647 conjugated to transferrin (∼80 kDa), to
span the range of protein expression resources, amino acids (∼110 Da), nucleotides
(∼650 Da), proteins (>20 kDa). Fluorescein crossed the membrane in all vesicles
by the end of the experiment (Figure S4.3A). The vesicle in the black box is
representative. AF633 had vesicles with three behaviors (Figure S4.3B vesicles in
boxes are representative). Behavior (1) vesicles began with high concentrations of
AF633 and photobleached. Behavior (2) vesicles started with no AF633 and increased
in fluorescence. Behavior (3) vesicles did not increase in fluorescence throughout the
experiment. AF647 did not cross the membrane during the experiments (Figure
S4.3C). These results show all vesicles are permeable to small molecules but are
impermeable to larger molecules.
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On average, fluorescence of AF633 and AF647 in vesicles did not increase during
the experiment, however fluorescein increased (Figure S4.3D). The fluorescein curve
was fit by functions derived from different models of membrane permeabilization. The
dashed line assumed first order reaction kinetics, the solid and dotted lines assume
permeability increases with time either linearly or sigmoidally. The fluorescein data
were better fit by models where permeability increases as the vesicles are exposed to
more light.

4.5.6

Model of Protein Expression in Permeabilized Vesicles.

Protein expression inside permeabilized vesicles was modeled with a Gillespie
simulation (Gillespie, 1977). The model had four populations required to make
protein: genes, G, that could not cross the membrane; large resources, Q, that could
not cross the membrane; small molecules, R, that could cross the membrane slowly;
and very small molecules, L, that could rapidly cross the membrane (Figure S4.2AD). For all simulations G = 10. The initial resource populations, Q, Rin , Lin , Rout ,
and Lout , in the high concentration conditions were equal to 100. The initial resource
populations, Q, Lin , Rout , and Lout , in the low concentration conditions were equal
to 33. The initial Rin populations in the low concentration conditions were equal to
0 to model a depletion of inner resources before much protein could be made. The
outer solution concentrations, Rout and Lout , were assumed to be constant (Figure
S4.2D) because the outer solution volume is much larger than the inner solution
volume. Each of the four resource conditions was run for 100 trajectories. Each
trajectory was simulated for 180 minutes and sampled every three minutes just as in
the experiments.
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Figure S4.2: Inner solution resources concentrations in the model.
(A) Behavior of inner resources in the low encapsulated/low outer condition. (B)
Behavior of inner resources in the high encapsulated/low outer condition. (C)
Behavior of inner resources in the low encapsulated/high outer condition. (D)
Behavior of inner resources in the high encapsulated/high outer condition.
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Figure S4.3: Transient behavior of different fluorophores during to the light_max
protocol.
Different fluorophores, (A) Fluorescein, (B) AF633, and (C) AF647, were added to
the outer solution and imaged with the light_max protocol. At t = 0 minutes most
vesicles in each case have a lower intensity than the outer solution. At t = 180
minutes, (A) fluorescein in all the vesicles has equilibrated with the outer solution
while (B) AF633 and (C) AF647 mostly remained lower intensity than the outer
solution. (D) Average fluorescent intensity transients for the three fluorophores
during the light_max protocol. Gray lines are the [Rin ] population of the LH model
resulting from three different types of membrane permeabilization fit to the
fluorescein curve.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
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5.1

Research Summary

The research completed and presented in this dissertation considers many aspects of
how shared expression resources impact both the dynamics and steady state behavior
of protein expression. Understanding how protein expression resources are shared
among genes is particularly important in the face of increasing complexity of artificial
cell-like systems. Control of protein expression in vivo occurs quite miraculously in
highly noisy environments with minimal energy needs. The value of this work is in
both further basic knowledge of in vivo protein expression and applied control of
protein expression in vitro. The experimental platforms developed will allow further
inquiry into questions related to resource sharing and protein expression.

5.2

Encapsulation Volume Controls Gene Expression Burst Size

Though it was understood that resource sharing among genes could alter steady state
levels of proteins it was not known how resource sharing impacts the characteristics
of gene expression bursting, a process ubiquitous in many diverse organisms. This
question was interrogated by changing the volume of both PDMS microfluidic and
POPC vesicle reaction chambers expressing protein with both crude and PURE cellfree systems. Two cases were compared: increasing chamber volume in vitro and in
silico. Increasing the chamber volume in both case resulted in more protein being
produced, however the abundance in silico increased by increased burst frequency
while in vitro the abundance increased by increased burst size. Gillespie simulation
results showed the first few mRNA created consume most of the available resources
and indicated a feedback mechanism reinforces burst creation.
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5.3

Photo-treating POPC Vesicles Makes Membranes
Permeable to Resources Necessary for Cell-free
Protein Synthesis

Previous research showed a small fraction of POPC vesicles made with the emulsiontransfer method are permeable to resources necessary for protein expression (Nishimura
et al., 2014a). If the whole population of vesicles could be made permeable to small
resources but maintain larger core expression machinery, then protein expression
would be expected to be more productive and more uniform. As shown, phototreating
resource deficient vesicles resulted in ∼6-fold higher protein expression as well as
two orders of magnitude more uniformity of expression across the vesicle population.
Previous efforts to use membranes to control cell-free protein expression have focused
on explicitly adding protein pores. Using one of the central features of cell-free
synthetic biology, freedom to define the expression environment, the results here show
membrane engineering can control protein expression.

5.4

Resources Crossing the Membrane Delay Expression

While photo-treating vesicles improved protein expression and increased uniformity,
the dynamics of expression had not been characterized, particularly the role of
transport across the membrane. As expected, high concentrations of resources both
inside and outside vesicles resulted in the highest average amount of protein made.
Yet, similar amounts of protein were made whether reactions depended either more
on encapsulated or more diffused resources. Reactions with high concentrations
of inner solution, regardless of the outer solution concentration, made protein
readily. Surprisingly, reactions that were dependent upon diffused resources had a
delay in expression. Characterizing these interactions is important for fundamental
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understanding of protein expression as well as efforts to engineer artificial cells with
controlled transport of molecules across boundaries for energy exchange, sensing, and
communication.

5.5

Future Applications of Resource Sharing and
Membrane Engineering

The results presented here establish these two cell-free platforms as useful means to
study artificial cell-like systems. The insights gained from the PDMS chambers could
be further explored by using the burst size determining characteristics of chamber
volume to influence cell-fate determining circuits. A natural evolution of results of
membrane permeabilization would be to tailor sensing, and communication between
this in vitro system and an in vivo one. These results are also a foundation for
further study of the biophysics of defined lipid membranes and their effects on protein
expression.
While bursting has been widely observed its potential benefits are not understood.
Genes draw from limited resource pools only during bursts, so bursting could be a way
for genes to share limited resources. This idea could be investigated by expressing two
different fluorescent proteins and measuring how their expression differs in time as
they share a limited pool of resources within cell-sized chambers. Such a system would
also allow calculation of extrinsic/intrinsic noise (correlated/uncorrelated noise). This
system will be useful for observing correlations in gene expression in response to
changing resource availability, DNA concentration, or changing reaction chamber size.
Based on the results presented here it would be expected that chambers would be
mostly one or the other color as early expressed gene consume a disproportionate
amount of resources.
Molecular transport across membranes is a defining attribute of cells and
organisms for energy exchange, sensing, and communication.
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The results here

demonstrate that the natural permeability of membranes significantly affects both
the level and the variability of cell-free gene expression in POPC vesicles. While
allowing for more control over protein expression, these results also present challenges
when comparing flow cytometry measurements, single time point light exposure, with
microscopy measurements, continuous light exposure.
Further characterization of the vesicle platform would answer important basic
questions such as: how much protein can be made in a single vesicle if expression
resources are replenished? How long can nondiffusive resources produce protein if
diffusive resources are replenished? Could this be used to produce a lot of high
value chemicals? Preliminary results show these vesicles can be used with crude cell
extract to produce GFP. What effects will permeabilized membranes have on cellfree metabolism? The results here show small molecules cross such membranes, so
experimental design will have to account for such diffusion.
Molecular transport across membranes is a necessary feature of living organisms.
Cells use membrane transport to exchange energy molecules, sense the environment,
coordinate population behavior, and share genetic material.

Cell-free systems

offer greater control over the gene expression environment and are a natural
choice for artificial cell-like system. Engineering artificial cell-like systems requires
understanding membrane transport properties of in vitro platforms like the ones
studied here. The results demonstrate how membrane engineering can be used to
tune protein expression, and compliments recent work showing control of protein
expression by manipulating confinement and crowding, other physical properties of
the gene expression environment. Understanding the effects of resource sharing on
cell-free gene expression bursting and variation in protein expression confined to cellrelevant volumes are important steps toward artificial cell-like systems.
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